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1 INTRODUCTION
The Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA) is undertaking a planning effort, COTA Next
Generation 2050 (branded as “NextGen”), to explore central Ohio’s future public transportation
needs. The plan is designed to create a long-term perspective on transit investment
opportunities and will guide transit development through 2050.
Central Ohio, like urban areas everywhere, is changing. Changes reflect, in part, an increase in
the number of people and jobs in the region, as well as societal and demographic changes, as
the region responds to shifting societal values, emerging technologies, and evolving
opportunities. As the region adapts, there will be demand for more and different types of
regional services, including schools and housing, but also public transportation. Preparing for
these changes gives central Ohio residents an opportunity to rethink the role transit plays in the
overall transportation network. NextGen is designed to explore and guide that process. Within
this context, the overarching goals of NextGen are to:







Lead the community in a visioning exercise to determine what central Ohio’s public
transportation system needs to accomplish in the coming decades to ensure current and
future residents have access to jobs, housing, education, and services
Prepare central Ohio for future growth by identifying transit investments that integrate
with regional plans and goals, including regional competitiveness, minimal sprawl and
demographic preferences
Create transit investment options to support local and regional efforts to develop transit
oriented development and communities
Identify conventional and creative revenue options that offer potential to support the
recommended plan and ensure the plan can be implemented

The NextGen project was designed to be developed with extensive input from members of the
community, including stakeholders and elected officials, but also people who live and work in
central Ohio. This technical memo summarizes the findings from the first phase of public
outreach activities. The memo is organized so that this introductory section includes an
overview of the public engagement process and activities, followed by a summary of findings
generated across all of the public engagement activities. Remaining chapters of the report are
organized by the three main types of public engagement activities: stakeholder interviews and
small group discussions; public meetings and workshops; and non-traditional community
engagement through neighborhood sessions and presentations as well as online input.

NextGen’s Public Involvement Plan
One of the first steps in the NextGen project was to develop a public involvement plan (PIP).
The purpose of the PIP was to describe the methods the COTA NextGen team plans to use to
engage and communicate with central Ohio residents throughout the 18 month study timeframe.
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Like the overall study, the COTA and the study team laid out specific goals for the public
engagement process:
1. Develop an extensive, inclusive community and stakeholder engagement plan that
includes a variety of techniques to engage a breadth of perspectives throughout the
transit service area.
2. Ensure that audiences that traditionally have not participated in public transportation
issues are provided an opportunity to have their voices reflected in the Plan, particularly
Environmental Justice and Title VI populations.
3. Create support for implementing the recommendations and projects outlined by COTA
NextGen.
4. Provide the study team with a framework for identifying and assigning responsibilities to
achieve the objectives of the Public Involvement Plan, while allowing for flexibility and
creativity as new ideas emerge.
As part of achieving these goals, the public involvement and outreach process was also
organized around three rounds of engagement, each of which is tied to specific technical
phases of the project. This memo summarizes the community engagement process and findings
resulting from the initial phase of the NextGen study.
PHASE 1 VISION, NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES (AND PROJECT START UP)
The first phase of the NextGen plan was designed to establish the overall vision and goals for
the future of public transit in central Ohio. The first phase involved a technical assessment of
transit needs to reflect community input, regional forecasts for growth and development, and
local and regional projects developed through other community planning efforts. This
assessment identified a list of corridors, communities and neighborhoods where additional
investment in public transit is desired in the short- and long-term. An evaluation framework was
also developed to rank and prioritize geographic areas for high-capacity transit investments.
The public involvement efforts that accompanied and supported the technical analysis included
organizing a Project Advisory Group (PAG), developing a website, and extensive meetings and
events with stakeholders and members of the public. This phase of outreach began in March
2015 and ended in June 2015.
PHASE 2 DEFINE AND EVALUATE ALTERNATIVES
The second phase of the NextGen project will involve developing a series of transit projects and
initiatives designed to strengthen the overall system. The team will also prioritize the geographic
areas identified for high-capacity transit investment into a shorter, more focused list. The draft
projects – or alternatives – will be brought to the public for comment and input.
Like all phases of the NextGen effort, public engagement is critical to the success of Phase 2.
The public involvement team will work with the technical team to describe and present the
alternatives to the community. The team will develop a series of exercises for the public to
identify preferences and suggest new or different ideas. The team will use web-based tools as
well as public meetings, workshops and neighborhood events. This phase is expected to take
place between July 2015 and December 2015.
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PHASE 3 RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The third and final phase of the NextGen project will translate the preferred alternatives into a
transit investment plan, including a phased implementation schedule and project funding
recommendations. The final product of the effort will be the NextGen Transit Plan.
The public involvement team will engage the community to review and refine project
recommendations, phasing and funding options. The public involvement materials will detail
how public input shaped the analysis and outcomes. The goal is to build support and
momentum for the recommendations, as COTA moves toward implementation. This final phase
will occur between January 2016 and April 2016.

Phase 1: Community Engagement Methods
NextGen’s Phase 1 community engagement efforts included in-depth leader interviews, small
stakeholder group discussions, workshops, public meetings, Project Advisory Group meetings,
and presenting information at pre-existing community events. The project team used the early
outreach activities (interviews and small group discussions) to broadly collect ideas for the
future of central Ohio and perceptions of the role that transit plays in that future. The team used
these conversations to understand and define community values surrounding transit investment
(i.e. why transit is important). In subsequent outreach activities, the team worked with
community members and stakeholders to refine and prioritize these values.
In total, COTA staff and the NextGen team sponsored, participated, and/or staffed 40 public
engagement activities between March 1, 2015 and June 15, 2015 (see Appendix B.2.1).
Activities were held in downtown Columbus, the South Side, Short North, Grove City, Dublin,
Westerville, Gahanna, and Worthington. More than 500 comments were received through
Phase 1 outreach activities from people who attended a meeting, participated in an interview, or
submitted comments either online or in paper formats. Specific strategies used in the Phase 1
community engagement process included:
 Project Advisory Group Meetings –This 30+-member group includes representatives
from broad geographic and diverse interests. The group met twice during Phase 1
activities. Meeting materials and summaries from the two PAG meetings are included in
the appendices. Roughly 22 unique individuals participated in PAG meetings. 1
 Key Leader Interviews – The NextGen team conducted key leader interviews (see
Appendix B.2 for a list of participating organizations). The goal of these interviews was to
1

PAG membership was not counted in the number of people participating in the public engagement activities.
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tell stakeholders about NextGen and collect insights into their expectations for transit
service development. Eighteen interviews were conducted.
Targeted Stakeholder Small Group Meetings – Young professionals, older adults,
people with disabilities, new Americans, low income and other under-represented voices
can be challenging to engage using traditional outreach methods. Recognizing the
importance of these groups, the study team facilitated five targeted stakeholder group
meetings with representatives of agencies who specialize in working with these groups
and/or with representatives of these target groups. A total of 24 individuals participated
in these meetings.
Public Meetings – The NextGen team held six public meetings, including meetings in
Downtown Columbus (2), Dublin, Westerville, the South Side and Grove City. An online
version of the public meeting materials was also posted to the project website and
promoted heavily. The meetings were designed in a workshop format. The team
provided an overview presentation explaining the meeting purpose and expectations,
followed by interactive discussion exercises designed to solicit focused, practical input
on priority values and where to locate future transit investments. Publicity efforts
included news releases, fliers, web postings, social media notifications, email blasts, and
paid advertisements in Columbus Underground, Columbus Post and an online news
platform that included the Columbus Dispatch, local television stations, CNN, Wall Street
Journal, and USA Today . PAG members and local hosts in Dublin, Westerville,
Columbus, and Grove City also spread the word through their networks. In total, 95
people participated in at least one of the public meetings.
Targeted Workshops - As a complement to the public meetings, the NextGen team
hosted three workshops with economic development staff, transportation and planning
professionals, and suburban stakeholders. The workshops presented similar information
to what was used for the public meetings, but the approach was tailored towards each
audience. While the meetings were open to any member of the public, the study team
emailed invitations to these targeted groups. A combined total of 46 people participated
in the three workshops.
Neighborhood Sessions – The public involvement team also held three neighborhood
sessions that consisted of project booths or tables that were located and staffed in high
traffic areas as part of community events. These events included an Earth Day
celebration, a young professionals conference, and a Latino job fair. Roughly 129 people
provided input to the plan at these events.
Presentations, Other Public Meetings and Online Input – The NextGen team made
presentations and distributed materials about the project at stakeholder group meetings
and Connect Columbus public meetings. The public was also invited to provide
comments or ask questions on the project website. An estimated 225 individuals
provided comments through these forums.
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Figure 1: Summary of Phase 1 Outreach Activities
Number of
Events

Outreach Activity

Location

Dates

Number of
Participants

Project Advisory
Group Meetings

2

Downtown
Columbus

March 12
May 20

22
18

Community Leader
Interviews

18

Various

March and
May

18

Targeted
Stakeholder
Meetings

4

Downtown
Columbus

March

24

Public Meetings

6

Columbus,
Dublin,
Westerville,
South Side and
Grove City

April and
June

95

Stakeholder
Workshops

3

Columbus
Dublin

April and
June

46

Neighborhood
Sessions

3

Dublin
Worthington
Columbus,
Gahanna

May

129

Presentations,
Online Comments
and Connect
Columbus

5 (not
including
online)

Various (and
online)

March –
June

225

Total

42

-

-

537*

Source: Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates and Engage Public Affairs
*Does not include PAG attendance
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2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Overview
The public engagement activities conducted as part of Phase 1 focused on understanding the
community’s vision for future transit investment. Discussions included collecting people’s values
and priorities for transit investment as well as understanding people’s ideas about where transit
investment will be needed in central Ohio.
The most consistent themes heard across all formats and interactions include:
 Strong level of support for public transportation in central Ohio
 COTA as an agency is effective and efficient
 Strong public transportation provides access to
jobs, helps retain and attract professionals, and
“Stop thinking and
supports pedestrian-friendly development – all
talking big – let’s act
important components of a healthy community
big – the community is
for the future
ready for
 More transit service is needed now and in the
transformative
future (Clearly and strongly voiced by both
investments.”
people attending meetings in downtown
Columbus as well as in the suburban
communities)
− More regular bus service (i.e. more service
frequency, longer hours of operation, more service on weekends and weekday
evenings)
− More and better facilities (more shelters, more bike racks)
− Different types of service
o Rail service – most support light rail, but also streetcar and commuter rail
o CBUS-style circulator in other downtown Columbus neighborhoods and suburban
communities
 More investment and better use of technology is necessary to make the system easier to
use.
− Information (signage, service information, next bus information)
− Cashless fare payment
A small contingent of participants expressed ambivalence about public transportation in central
Ohio. While not necessarily against transit, these individuals had never used the system, didn’t
know anyone who had used it, and were not convinced of its value.
Vision, Values and Priorities
A key part of the Phase 1 community engagement activities involved understanding why people
think transit is important to central Ohio and understanding the role they envision transit playing
in central Ohio’s future. Opportunities to comment on these important themes included providing
general comments as well as participating in a structured activity. Common perceptions from
this feedback include:
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Columbus and central Ohio are positioned for continued success and opportunity
− A strong, reliable, and innovative public transportation system is critical
− Transit is essential to a healthy downtown and must serve the region
The vision for transit must be tied to economic development
− Transit should encourage and guide development
− Transit should provide access to jobs
− Transit can attract and retain young professionals
There has been a lack of investment in public transportation in central Ohio
− Central Ohio is not positioned to make future investments in transit
− Community leadership is not successfully positioning the region for transit investment
There has been a lack of innovation in the existing transit system

Community Values and Priorities Guiding Transit Investment
Through the outreach process, the NextGen team identified a series of values or goals for what
future transit investment should accomplish in central Ohio. An initial list of values was drafted
based on conversations with key leaders and stakeholder groups and presented to the PAG in
March 2015.
Through discussions with the PAG, these values were reworked and then presented at public
meetings, community events, and targeted stakeholder workshops to collect further feedback
throughout Phase 1 of the public outreach process. Attendees were shown the list of values
were asked to vote for the values that they cared about the most, and also provide general
feedback on the values regarding whether they appropriately captured the priorities of the
community. As a result of this feedback some of the values were re-worded.
The top five values that emerged from those conversations were:
 Make Better Connections: extend transit’s reach deeper into the communities it already
serves
 Invest in Overlooked Communities: direct transit investment to specific corridors and
neighborhoods
 Build on Success: make existing transit service more compelling
 Save the Earth: protect the environment and reduce greenhouse gases
 Coordinate with Growth: encourage inward growth and serve existing neighborhoods.
Strengthen fast growing areas.
“Make Better Connections” earned the most votes in the outreach activities, and “Save the
Earth” received the fewest. The remaining values received nearly equal numbers of votes.
Geographic Investment Needs.
The majority of stakeholders felt that Central Ohio needs to invest in rail service. People had
different opinions about the type of rail the region needed. Nearly every type of rail service was
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mentioned – streetcars, light rail, commuter rail, and regional rail – but light rail emerged most
often in the group conversations.
In terms of where transit service is needed, the most commonly cited locations included:









Downtown Columbus
− High Street – “existing development and the success of the CBUS make it a ’sure
thing‘ for rail transit investment”
− Broad Street
Port Columbus International Airport to Downtown Columbus and Suburban Locations
(expressed by stakeholders who felt strongly that transit needs to get people to jobs)
Downtown Columbus to Suburban Communities
− Link downtown residents with suburban job centers, such as Dublin, New Albany,
Rickenbacker, Grove City and Westerville
− Link suburban communities to downtown for both work and entertainment purposes
− Best served by commuter rail
Suburb-to-Suburb Connections – link suburban job centers to suburban residential
communities
− Growing suburban housing/jobs/shopping/entertainment centers, such as Easton,
Polaris, Westerville, Hilliard, and Dublin
− Service between all suburbs located along the I-270 ”Outerbelt”
− Service to warehouse and logistic jobs in New Albany and Rickenbacker (Cited by
New Americans and social service agency representatives)
Regional rail service to Chicago and East Coast cities

Implications for the Needs Assessment
Information collected through the Phase 1 community and stakeholder engagement process will
influence technical aspects of the overall project.
Establishing Goals for Transit Investment Decisions
One of the most tangible applications of the community input is establishing goals and “values”
for how central Ohio should invest in future transit projects and services. The goals will be used
to screen, prioritize and evaluate project development and investment decisions. As such, the
goals were incorporated into the Evaluation Framework.
As previously stated, the five goals that emerged from the Phase 1 outreach include: Make
Better Connections, Invest in Overlooked Communities, Build on Success, Save the Earth, and
Coordinate with Growth.
However, when these goals were shared with the PAG in July as the foundation for evaluation
criteria to help screen proposed projects, the PAG suggested additional re-wording. Further
edits will be reflected in the evaluation and outreach effort during Phase 2.
Identifying Geographic Needs
Another important application of the findings collected through the community engagement
process is input regarding needs for future transit investment. These recommendations will be
incorporated into the Needs Assessment. Ideas consistently coalesced around a handful of
connections and corridors:
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Downtown Columbus and the High Street corridor through to the Ohio State University.



Connections to, between and within the northern suburbs, including Dublin, Worthington,
Westerville, New Albany, Gahanna, Polaris, and Easton.



Connections to the Port Columbus International Airport, including service between
downtown Columbus and the airport, but also connections from the suburbs
(communities in north and south Franklin County) to the airport.



Downtown to the southern suburbs, primarily Grove City, but also Groveport.

Identifying Other Community Interest and Values
Throughout the community engagement process, participants consistently and clearly identified
investment in rail services and more attention to technology as high priorities. Given the
enthusiasm, urgency and consistency with which they were raised, the NextGen team will
consider opportunities to incorporate them into the project development process.
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3 INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP
DISCUSSIONS
Overview
The first community engagement tasks involved interviewing people individually and in small
groups. In both cases, interviews focused on talking to people who have a clear stake in the
current and future public transportation system in central Ohio.
In-depth interviews with individuals focused on speaking with people who individually or as
representatives of organizations are actively involved in central Ohio’s development and/or play
a role in the funding and delivery of public transportation services. These people included
elected officials, planning staff, and representatives from community organizations, businesses,
and educational institutions, as well as individuals that represent unique interests and
perspectives regarding public transportation.
The NextGen team also organized a series of small stakeholder group discussions. These
meetings were designed to collect input from people who represent a segment of the population
that tends to be frequent users of public transportation services and/or – for a variety of reasons
– are difficult to engage through traditional outreach formats, such as public meetings. The
targeted audience for these meetings included young professionals, New Americans, older
adults, persons with disabilities, Latinos, Somalis, and representatives of social service
organizations.
Key Leader Interviews
Interviews with key leaders were structured, one-on-one conversations. Each interview was
conducted in person by a team of researchers. Interviewers followed a moderator’s guide to
facilitate the conversation and ensure consistent information was collected across all interviews.
At the same time, however, interviewers were encouraged to let the conversation follow a
natural flow and to probe topics of most interest to the key leader.
At the start of each interview, participants were told that the conversation would be anonymous
and that they should be encouraged to speak freely. As a result, findings are summarized
across all individuals who participated in the process. The list of people contacted for interviews
was developed by COTA staff, with additional recommendations provided by members of the
study team.
In total, the study team interviewed leaders representing approximately 18 organizations (see
Appendix B.2).
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Targeted Stakeholder Group Meetings
The small, targeted stakeholder group discussions were designed to engage groups that
traditionally may be under-represented in public discussions and/or have unique perspectives
and priorities regarding public transportation. The study team convened meetings at a central
location (Columbus Public Health Department) and invited individuals to participate in the
discussion. The invitation list was developed by the study team and reviewed and approved by
COTA staff.
Meetings were facilitated, “focus group” style conversations, where participates were
encouraged to speak freely and openly about their experiences, interests, and desires. The
facilitator followed a moderator’s guide that provided structure to the conversation, but
consistent with the key leader interviews, the facilitator also allowed the conversations to flow
naturally.
The NextGen team convened five small groups – Young Professionals; New
Americans/Somalis: Older Adults and Persons with Disabilities; Latino Representatives and
Social Service Agencies. The original PIP called for six of these stakeholder group discussions,
but the sixth small group discussion was replaced with a targeted workshop with transportation
and planning officials from the northwest region of central Ohio.

Findings: Perceptions & Experiences
One of the first questions discussed with stakeholders was their perception of COTA and
experience with the existing transit system. Most of the key leaders who were interviewed had
no experience riding any COTA service other than the CBUS. This contrasts dramatically with
the participants in the small stakeholder group discussions. These individuals – almost to a
person – had a lot of experience with COTA. Many were regular riders of COTA services; others
had constituents and clients who were regular riders.
As a result, most of the information on COTA’s existing service by community leaders is based
on perceptions, while thoughts and insights provided by people in the small group exercises
reflect experience. Given differences in the two groups’ experience with the existing transit
service, findings related to COTA’s existing service are presented separately.
Key Leaders
Generally speaking, key community leaders said they viewed COTA as operating a reliable,
safe, and clean public transportation system. They have respect for COTA leadership and staff
and described the agency as competent. With a handful of exceptions, community leaders were
also in agreement that public transportation is an essential public service.
With regards to the existing services, however, the interviews and conversations coalesced
around two stories that were told consistently and repeatedly by community leaders about
COTA. The first was about the CBUS and the second related to buses on High Street in
downtown Columbus. These stories stand in contrast to each other because the first story
(CBUS) exemplifies COTA’s ability to be responsive, innovative, and successful, while the
second (buses on High Street) exemplifies a perception that COTA is unwilling to be responsive
and innovative. These two stories are outlined in the text below, followed by additional
perceptions about COTA as shared by community leaders.
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CBUS Downtown Circulator
The CBUS is viewed as a gigantic success story, especially by those individuals who are active
in downtown Columbus. They recounted using the CBUS to get to the convention center for a
lunch meeting, taking it to get to Short North, or jumping on it for a few blocks because it is so
convenient. To these stakeholders, the CBUS demonstrates the power and importance of public
transportation in downtown Columbus and that public transportation can work in central Ohio.
CBUS demonstrates to the broader downtown community that transit can support development
by making crowded, densely populated areas accessible.

Buses on High Street
Downtown Columbus business leaders and developers expressed concerns about COTA
operating too many buses on High Street and the stacking of buses along store fronts in
downtown. This challenge is well documented and understood by COTA; as such, this is not
recounted in detail here. The issue of buses on High Street is important for the NextGen
planning process because future service projects need to balance downtown interest groups’
desire to keep downtown accessible and open, with the travel needs of COTA’s ridership to
travel into downtown. The issue of buses on High Street also speaks to the broader issue of
COTA’s ability – real or perceived – to respond to the challenges and needs of interest groups,
find common ground between competing interests, and build and foster partnerships.
Targeted Stakeholder Small Group Meetings
Participants in the stakeholder small group meetings had more experience riding COTA buses
and interacting with COTA staff, compared to the interviewed key leaders. As a result, their
insights and perspectives were more focused on what works and what does not work in the
existing service network.
The majority support COTA and want COTA to succeed. They shared positive interactions with
COTA staff and told stories about how COTA staff had personally helped them or one of their
constituents. Many expressed the need for well-functioning public transportation, so that they
personally or their organizations’ clients can succeed. Participants in the stakeholder
discussions also praised the CBUS and held it up as a model for future service development.
The Young Professional group had slightly different experiences and perspectives about COTA
than other small group participants. These participants had ideas and perspectives in line with
the community leaders related to regional competitiveness. They view COTA and transit as an
essential part of the “package” required to bring Columbus to the national stage and make
Columbus a “cool place to live”.
Though participants in other small group discussions were less focused than the Young
Professionals Group on transit as a tool to enhance central Ohio’s regional competitiveness,
one participant in the meeting focusing on seniors and persons with disabilities expressed their
belief that Columbus had lost the bid to host the Democratic National Convention due to a lack
of public transportation options. Social service agency representatives and those serving new
Americans also mentioned that getting their clients access to and from jobs at Rickenbacker
was always a challenge.
Generally speaking, people who participated in the small group discussions framed their
perceptions about COTA service into two categories: things that make the existing service
difficult to use, or barriers; and ideas for service improvements. Barriers cited by nearly all bus
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riders included COTA not having enough bus routes, going enough places, and/or operating at
the most convenient times. Having to pay cash for a fare or and not knowing when the next bus
is going to arrive were frequently noted frustrations. Participants of every group discussion
suggested a cashless fare system and the need for more frequent service going more places.

Findings: Vision
People articulated their vision for public transportation in the context of their goals for the future
of central Ohio. Although participants in the process had different perspectives and ideas, a
handful of common themes emerged.
The most frequently cited opportunity regarding COTA’s “next generation” was that Columbus
and central Ohio are positioned for continued success and opportunity. People identified
regional assets and strengths including a stable economy grounded in government, higher
education, health care, and insurance as well as an emerging economy that is younger, more
dynamic, and more entrepreneurial. They suggested a transit vision that would continue to
serve these assets in the future, particularly a thriving downtown Columbus, the Bridge Street
District in Dublin, potential growth opportunities along the
CMAX bus rapid transit route on Cleveland Avenue, Port
Columbus International Airport, and future job growth at
Rickenbacker and New Albany.
“There are great
opportunities for
Many stakeholders – even those who represented interests
Columbus coming and
well beyond downtown Columbus -- also felt strongly that
they will be in my
central Ohio’s success requires a vibrant, successful
lifetime.”
downtown. Most stakeholders felt that the region had made
tremendous strides in improving downtown Columbus and
nearly all of them talked about how “hot” the downtown market
“The uniqueness of
is, in terms of real estate and development interests. However,
Columbus is that we are
stakeholders also expressed caution about downtown. While
still growing. Our future
downtown is doing well and much better than it has in a long
is still out there. We are
time, it still needs attention and care to remain a robust and
attracting a younger
resilient economic engine for the region by becoming stronger
crowd and have a lot of
and more vibrant. The young professionals, in particular,
assets that should make
suggested that transit could play a stronger role in downtown
it easier to create a
development by investing in light rail or streetcars. These
transportation agenda.”
participants downplayed their allegiance to any one type of
transportation. They would take a bus, rail line, bike, car2go or
Uber if it got them where they needed to go quickly, with little
hassle. They want transit to be one of those viable options.
Stakeholders felt strongly that developing a strong, reliable, and innovative public transportation
system is critical to central Ohio’s success – both in downtown Columbus, but also regionally.
These transit supporters cited the success of other U.S. cities, noting that almost all other large
successful cities, like Charlotte and Denver, have made investments in light rail. Some
participants discussed how rail can play a role in creating walkable, vibrant communities. They
expressed their desire to see more of that transit-oriented development and active
transportation infrastructure locally.
Most stakeholders felt the vision for public transportation needed to be tied to economic and
workforce development. The sentiment was articulated by individuals and interest groups with
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ties to development and commerce as well as those representing human and social service
interests. Stakeholders talked about the role of public transportation in encouraging and guiding
development as well as ensuring that people can easily get to jobs and services.
Although the study team did not ask stakeholders to describe their vision for public
transportation in terms of opportunities and challenges, their comments and insights were
broadly grouped into these categories as a way to understand their ideas and perspectives.

Findings: Opportunities
Stakeholders expressed optimism about the future of Columbus and central Ohio, the
importance of public transportation in Columbus’ future, and the role that COTA could play. The
following section describes what the stakeholders see as short and longer term opportunities for
public transportation.
Economic Development
While there was near universal agreement that public transportation must play a critical role in
the region’s economic growth, stakeholders disagreed that the COTA system is currently a
critical resource to the region’s economic vitality. Participants in the small group discussions
expressed an equity perspective that all central Ohioans have equal access to employment and
opportunities.
Public transportation’s role in economic development meant different things to different people.
These perceptions fell into three categories: supporting workforce development, concentrating
growth, and responding to current trends. For some, transit must ensure people have equal
access to regional jobs and opportunities. For others, transit must help to concentrate and
organize development; this group tended to support a strong downtown. Still other stakeholders
felt its role is creating an urban landscape that responds to current trends and needs; these
people were more likely to support an urban, car-free lifestyle.
Millennials, New Americans, and Baby Boomers
People identified three trends changing central Ohio
and impacting the type of public transportation
services that will be needed – Millennials, New
Americans, and Baby Boomers.
“Millennials are already
Nearly every key leader interviewed spoke about the
changing the way
power and influence of the Millennials on central
transportation works in
Ohio. They talked about this demographic group’s
downtown Columbus,
importance to Columbus’ image and economic
with Car2Go, CoGo and
health, and also their changing preferences and
CBUS...it is amazing.”
attitudes about life and work. Several stakeholders
talked about their efforts to engage this demographic
group and create products for them (housing and
work sites). Many stakeholders, especially those with
development interests, talked about some of their
success getting Millennials to rent apartments and office space. When Millennials and young
professionals were asked directly whether a great transit system would influence where they
would choose to live, there was nearly unanimous agreement that it would. From their other
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comments, “great transit” seemed to mean rail lines, more frequent bus service running around
the clock, and more technology to make riding transit as convenient as possible.
Consistent with the potential power of Millennials, many stakeholders also felt there is potential
to work more closely with students, including OSU, but also other area colleges and universities,
including Columbus State, Capital University, Franklin University and Ohio Dominican
University. Most are familiar with the COTA/OSU student pass program, and thought it could be
replicated elsewhere.
New Americans were also identified as a group, especially by people in the small group
discussions, as having a strong influence on travel patterns in central Ohio. Most New
Americans look to public transportation to meet their travel needs when they first arrive in the
U.S., but they are surprised find that it doesn’t take them directly to jobs, it’s not frequent
enough to be convenient, and it takes hours on a bus to get where they need to go. This is
usually in stark contrast to their home country. As soon as they get a job here many buy a car
so they don’t have to rely on transit unless they find jobs located along a frequent route close to
their homes.
Others talked about changing demographics in terms of the aging population and how people
entering retirement years are looking for different lifestyles. Key leaders talked about retiring
baby boomers moving into downtown apartments and emerging transit-oriented suburbs like
Dublin and Westerville, where they can walk, bike or bus to restaurants and shopping and not
worry about the maintenance of a larger home. Members of the small group discussions talked
about the need for more specialized transportation service such as demand response and more
late night bus service for those working second and third shifts.
Ohio State University
Many felt that the Ohio State University represents a tremendous opportunity for the region and
COTA specifically. These thoughts were more strongly expressed by key leaders as compared
with people participating in the stakeholder discussions.
Key leaders identified OSU as a tremendous regional and local asset and a potential partner for
COTA. This is true in a physical sense (big campus, lots of students, faculty, and staff) but also
politically. The school has a lot of clout, which makes it
an important partner for any public agency trying to
accomplish anything in central Ohio.
“OSU has never really
One stakeholder talked about how, historically, OSU
had a beautiful campus
has not marketed itself as being in downtown
but it is trying to do
Columbus and people from out of town are sometimes
better and investing in
surprised to learn that the OSU campus is in downtown
improving its
Columbus. However, this sentiment is changing.
environment….OSU is
Consistent with some of the trends cited previously that
becoming more urban,
favor urban lifestyles, OSU has recognized that being
more hip and more
an urban campus makes it more attractive.
proud of its urban
Stakeholders also talked about how OSU is another
setting.”
“downtown” both in Columbus and the region. There
are a lot of people on campus and more that travel to
and from campus every day.
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Related to OSU, one stakeholder talked about the opportunity created by the OSU Health Care
facility. This is a major facility and is located in a neighborhood that is perceived to be unsafe.
COTA should play a major role in making that facility more accessible, and concentrate on
making people feel safe in getting there by providing frequent service with attractive, well-lit
transit shelters; real-time arrival information; and other amenities to make the area feel more
secure.
New Services
COTA has an opportunity with the success they have achieved with new and upcoming
services, including CBUS and the bus rapid transit (BRT) service. Many cited having a positive
experience riding the CBUS, noting its frequency, free fare and attractive, branded buses. The
CBUS creates an opportunity for COTA to build on, potentially by expanding the concept and
creating new partnerships. Many people said they were looking forward to the new bus rapid
transit (BRT) service.

Findings: Challenges and Strategies
While many key leaders and participants in the targeted stakeholder meetings were optimistic
about both central Ohio and COTA, they were also able to identify challenges COTA faces in
crafting a vision for its future.
COTA’s role in the community – both historically and currently – has been to provide bus
service. . According to the interviewees, COTA has not been at the forefront of regional or
Columbus-specific issues. While COTA explored rail investments in the past, its focus during
the last decade has been primarily on improving bus service. Disappointment lingers that COTA
did not pursue light rail harder in the past and that COTA was not more engaged on a City of
Columbus proposal to pursue a streetcar. Also, the controversy over removing buses from High
Street led many to believe COTA was following the conversation rather than driving it. As a
result, the agency has not established itself as an entity that adds value to the community and
the region. People do not look to COTA to be a part of important regional projects.
A similar but somewhat different perspective was described as COTA not articulating a clear
vision about what they are currently trying to accomplish for central Ohio. Stakeholders said
that, because it is not clear to them what COTA is trying to accomplish, it is not clear to them
how to help or what they can do.
People also felt that COTA historically has not done a good job fostering relationships and
partnerships. When COTA needs resources or asks community support for an initiative, COTA
does not have any accumulated good will or social and political capital. Others felt COTA
struggles to be nimble, innovative and responsive. COTA’s continued lack of real time arrival
information and a convenient fare system came up multiple times as examples of COTA lagging
behind other transit systems. One stakeholder articulated this sentiment by talking about their
involvement in getting the CBUS off the ground.
In terms of articulating and making COTA’s vision a reality, stakeholders had ideas about the
strategic approach for COTA and how the agency may position itself to fulfill this vision.
Several stakeholders recommended using demonstration projects to test and develop ideas.
Demonstration projects also provide an appropriate venue and forum for COTA to engage and
work with stakeholders and members of the public to build new and different partnerships. They
felt COTA should build confidence and momentum through a series of small successes. This
would both lead to the public having more confidence in COTA, as well as helping COTA be
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more confident internally. Stakeholders really liked the idea of capitalizing on the success of the
CBUS.
A similar strategy recommended by the stakeholders is that COTA should be more open to new
ideas and try new things. Some stakeholders said, to them, it felt like COTA should be
perceived by more people as an agency that can and will say yes.
Incorporating technology is also an important component for young professionals and people
with disabilities. To these stakeholders, incorporating technology means providing information
through a variety of formats that makes it easy to use the system and know when their buses
will come. They also want COTA to accommodate personal technology by providing wifi on
vehicles and offering fare payment by smartphone or debit card.
Consistent with this message, several stakeholders also said that both this study and COTA
need to carefully consider the impact of technology on transportation choices. The region needs
to be careful not to invest in systems that will be outdated when they open.
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4 PUBLIC MEETINGS AND
STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOPS
Overview
Among the different community engagement strategies used in the first phase of the NextGen
study, two involved holding public meetings and workshops with targeted stakeholder groups.
Each of the three workshops focused on one of the following groups: economic development
professionals, transportation advocates, transportation and planning professionals in northwest
central Ohio. The purpose of the strategies were to introduce the NextGen study; ask for input
on guiding principles and values for future public transportation investments; and discuss where
transit services are needed in central Ohio currently and in the future.
The format and content of the materials were very similar. The NextGen team used a
combination of presentations, facilitated discussion, and hands-on exercises to engage
participants. The primary difference between the two types of meetings was the audience.
Although both meetings were open to all members of the public, the stakeholder workshops
were targeted around targeted specific audiences representing a common interest in public
transit.
The first round of public meetings (held April 23rd) was advertised through social media, mass
emails, newspaper announcements, and advertisements local newspapers and online news
forums. The second round of public meetings (week of June 1st) were promoted through social
media, mass emails and electronic meeting invitations. Workshop participants were invited
through electronic meeting invitations.
In total, the NextGen team organized and staffed six public meetings and three targeted
stakeholder workshops. The meetings were held throughout Franklin County, including
downtown Columbus as well as suburban locations in northern and southern Franklin County. In
total, 95 people participated in the community meetings and 46 participated in the stakeholder
workshops.

Key Findings: Transit Investment Priorities and Guiding Values
One of the key objectives of the community meetings was to understand people’s “values”
related to why the region should invest in public transit. The NextGen team organized a
structured exercise for participants to choose “values” followed by a facilitated conversation
about these choices.
The NextGen team originally presented a series of five values, and then added one based on
public input at a stakeholder meeting for economic development officials. The values represent
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reasons for why investment in transit service is important, as well as goals or objectives for what
transit investment should accomplish in central Ohio. These values evolved out of the
stakeholder interviews and small group discussions and were refined by both the Project
Advisory Group and input collected at the community meetings.
The six values presented to meeting participants were:
1. Make Better Connections: extend transit’s reach deeper into the communities it
already serves.
2. Invest in Overlooked Communities: direct investment to specific corridors and
neighborhoods.
3. Follow the Growth: strengthen fast growing areas.
4. Build on Success: make existing transit service more compelling.
5. Save the Earth: protect the environment and reduce greenhouse gases.
6. Focus the Growth: use new transit investments to attract and concentrate growth.
Structured Exercise
At the community events/neighborhood sessions, people were encouraged to review the values,
ask questions, and then rank them. In the more structured public meetings, people were
encouraged to vote for the three values they believed were most important to guide transit
investment. People voted verbally and on paper (see Appendix B.3). Across all formats, the
NextGen team collected roughly 569 votes cast by an estimated 200 people.
The structured exercise revealed that, among the six choices provided, Make Better
Connections received the most votes with 118, or 21% of all votes. Build on Success received
the second highest number of votes, with 104 (18%). However, the next three values (Focus the
Growth (17%), Invest in Overlooked Communities (16%) and Follow the Growth (16%) were
valued similarly. Save the Earth received the lowest number of votes (12%) by a significant
margin.

Figure 2: Results of Structured Exercise: Number of Votes for Each of the Six Transit Values
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The results differed slightly by meeting locations. Analyzing the results in a more nuanced
manner, by meeting type and location, gives insight into which values are more or less
important to different subgroups of the population.
A higher percentage of participants who attended public meetings in the suburbs – including the
four public meetings held in Dublin, the South Side, Grove City and Westerville – chose “Make
Better Connections” as one of their three most important values. Approximately 28% of
participants in the suburban meetings voted for “Make Better Connections” compared to
approximately 21% of participants across all public meetings. This likely speaks to the fact that
transit in the suburbs is limited and intra-suburb travel remains difficult.
Another notable finding from the suburban meetings is that 21% of participants voted for “Focus
the Growth,” while 17% of participants across all meetings voted for “Focus the Growth.” While
not necessarily intuitive, this may mean that those living in the suburbs support focused and
compact growth patterns that can be more easily connected by transit.
Facilitated Discussion
Equally important to the way people voted is their reasoning and thoughts behind their votes.
After people participated in the structured exercise, the NextGen team facilitated a discussion
about the choices people made and why they made them.

Make Better Connections – Extend transit’s reach deeper into the communities it
already serves.
The goal “Make Better Connections” received the highest number of votes among the six goals
presented. People talked about creating “better places” and the need for a variety of
transportation infrastructure improvements, such as sidewalks, crosswalks, and bike paths.
They wanted to create places where people did not have to drive, could walk around safely, and
use transit. This input suggests the importance of multimodal transportation systems.

Build on Success – Make existing transit service more compelling.
The notion that COTA should build on its success resonated strongly with meeting participants.
The “Build on Success” goal received the second highest number of votes among everyone who
participated in the exercise. To many this was a simple idea that needed more attention: if
COTA is doing something that is working, they should do more of it. For many, this meant
operating more CBUS-like neighborhood circulators in other parts of downtown Columbus and
central Ohio. Participants also used this value to discuss implementing technology
improvements, such as real time bus arrival information and improved fare collection systems,
to enhance existing services.

Invest in Overlooked Communities – Direct investment to specific corridors and
neighborhoods.
People across nearly all formats recognized that transit has the power to shape communities
and encourage economic development. They felt that central Ohio overall needs a stronger,
more comprehensive transit network. They expressed that overlooked communities – high-need
areas with low income and limited transportation choices – would use new services more and
have a bigger impact on their lives compared to those who have other transportation choices.
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Many people also voted for this goal because it captured the idea that transit needs to play a
role in equalizing access to jobs and opportunities.

Follow the Growth - Strengthen fast growing areas.
People said that the region needs faster, more efficient transit connections to fast-growing
suburban housing and job centers where transit is lacking, such as Dublin, New Albany,
Gahanna and Westerville. They tended to talk about rail service to and between these areas.
It is also worth noting that over time, people who participated in the outreach process lost
enthusiasm for the way this value was articulated. Ultimately this goal was folded into a new
refined goal, “Coordinate with Growth”.

Focus the Growth - Use new transit investments to attract and concentrate growth.
The “Focus the Growth” value was identified at the economic development professional
workshop. This modified version of “Follow the Growth” aimed to capture that transit should be a
key driver of future infill development, rather than simply following growth patterns that result in
land-uses that are difficult to serve with transit. People who liked this value or goal expressed
that transit can be a tool to help the region be successful. People felt strongly that the current
development patterns are unsustainable. Many people also recognized that it is not cost
effective for COTA to send buses everywhere but if we could create more densely populated
areas, the region could serve them more efficiently and effectively. As the values were refined
“Focus the Growth” was folded into a new value, “Coordinate with Growth”. This value was
intended to capture sentiments express by those in favor of both “Follow the Growth” and
“Focus the Growth”, by stating that successful transit can shape development but also must
serve demand where it exists, and thus, must be coordinated with growth.

Save the Earth - Protect the environment and reduce greenhouse gases.
The “Save the Earth” goal received the lowest number of votes among the six goals presented.
People talked about the role transit can play in protecting the environment by encouraging a
car-free lifestyle and reducing air pollutants produced by cars. Participants noted that Columbus
is a non-attainment area for federal air quality standards; by creating more viable transportation
choices, transit could also support other regional goals.
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Key Findings:

Transit Needs and Gaps

Another goal of the meetings was to figure out where people felt there are gaps in the existing
transit network and where service development would be needed in the future. As part of
facilitating this conversation, the NextGen team walked the audience through how central Ohio
is forecast to change. This information included future population and employment maps as well
as maps that show future congestion on central Ohio’s primary roadways. The NextGen team
also presented different types of transit services and how community design and land uses
relate to these transit services. The purpose behind this discussion was both to encourage the
audience to think creatively about central Ohio’s future and to consider how new and different
types of public transportation could support their neighborhood.
At the end of the presentation, the NextGen team asked the audience for ideas about where
future transit services should be developed. People were encouraged to think broadly and
creatively to identify corridors and neighborhoods as well as places that need connections to
other parts of the region.
Similar to the values exercise, the NextGen team prepared a structured exercise and facilitated
a conversation to encourage people to identify transit service needs and new opportunities. The
exercise involved identifying three places on a map of central Ohio where transit investment
should be made (see Appendix B.3). People were allowed to draw on handouts and a poster in
the back of the room.
The exercise was “open,” allowing people to draw or write wherever they thought transit service
would be needed. As such, the responses was broadly ranged. However, four geographic areas
were more consistently and frequently cited (see Figure 3):



Downtown Columbus (62 responses) – High Street and Ohio State University
Northern suburbs (123 responses) – Dublin, Worthington, Westerville, New Albany,
Gahanna, Polaris, and Easton
− Better connections to downtown
− More connections between the individual communities
− Service within the individual communities.
 Port Columbus International Airport (71 responses) – primarily between downtown
Columbus and Port Columbus
 Downtown to Southern Suburbs (38 responses) (Grove City, Groveport)
Although not specifically asked, meeting participants also provided their input on the type of
service central Ohio should invest:





Light rail (17 responses)
Commuter rail (15 responses)
Bus rapid transit (11 responses)
CBUS (9 responses)
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Figure 3: Public Meetings and Stakeholder Workshops: Ideas for Transit Investment Needs
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5 NON-TRADITIONAL COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Overview
The NextGen team organized several less-formal community outreach events designed to make
it as easy and convenient as possible for people to learn about NextGen and provide input; and
to create a broader level of awareness about the project.
These opportunities included two neighborhood sessions (also called “table events”) at Earth
Day and the Cinco de Mayo Latino job fair; a transportation panel at a young professional
conference; and a presentation to the Short North Alliance. Also included in this category is
information collected through coordination with the Connect Columbus project and the NextGen
web page.
The Short North Alliance presentation and the Young Professionals Conference allowed for
detailed and nuanced discussions. Online materials gave people an opportunity to spend as
long as they wanted with the project information and take as long as they wanted to provide
comments. However, the table events and coordinated Connect Columbus outreach created
superficial interactions. People typically stopped by a table or the Connect Columbus “Plan Van”
for a handful of minutes, looked at materials, provided comments and continued on to other
activities. This compares with public meetings and stakeholder workshops where people
devoted one or two hours to learning about NextGen, weighing in on their values and priorities,
and discussing needs.
Of the 500 people who participated in NextGen’s Phase 1 community engagement activities,
over 150 of them interacted with the project at one of the neighborhood or presentation events.

Comments from Neighborhood Sessions and Presentations
Table Events and Short North Presentation
Votes for the transit values as part of these events followed the overall trends of other outreach
activities, with some notable exceptions. At the Earth Day table event and the Short North
presentation, people selected the “Build on Success” as the highest ranked goal, followed by
“Invest in Overlooked Communities”. “Make Better Connections”, which had the most support in
the outreach process as a whole, received the lowest number of votes. In addition, the “Save
the Earth” goal received more votes as compared with the sample overall, potentially due to the
fact they were collected at the Earth Day event. At the Cinco de Mayo job fair, both “Make
Better Connections” and “Follow the Growth” received the highest number of votes, which is
more in line with the overall sample.
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In terms of the geographic needs, people filling out comment cards in the neighborhood
sessions placed a lot of emphasis on service in downtown Columbus, citing projects such as
light rail or CBUS service between downtown and OSU. These voters were also more likely to
suggest service from downtown to the regional employment centers, including the Port
Columbus Airport, Polaris, the outer belt area, and northeast Columbus. A handful of people
also identified the need for service to southern Franklin County, including Grove City,
Rickenbacker and Groveport.
Young Professional Conference
The transportation panel at the Young Professions (YP) Conference focused on the importance
of transportation choices and transit to people’s decisions about where to live and work. People
in the YP conference also offered more futuristic ideas about transportation, such as connected
car technology, real time information about congestion, and solar panel roads. When asked to
vote for transit goals, the YP conference participants voted for “Focus the Growth”, “Follow the
Growth” and “Save the Earth” as the three most important goals. Of all the segments, the YP
crowd was the least likely to identify “Build on Success” as an important goal to guide transit
investment.
In terms of the geographic transit needs, young professionals were less focused on downtown
service and more interested in connections and services to the outlying communities, especially
the northern tier and southern community suburbs (Grove City, Groveport, Rickenbacker and
southwest Columbus).
The YP conference participants expressed a lot of support for rail (light rail or streetcar), which
was mentioned 18 times during the discussion by various participants. This compares with
circulators, which were mentioned three times and BRT which was mentioned once throughout
the course of the conversation. No other specific modes were mentioned

Comments Provided via Web
People who interacted with the NextGen study were always encouraged to go to the NextGen
website (www.cota.com/nextgen). The team created an online version of the public meeting
presentation and posted it to the webpage. The study team also prepared business cards to
advertise the web site. These cards were distributed at the table events, meetings, and
workshops as well as by the Connect Columbus team during their outreach. In total, the
NextGen team received 68 online comments, including a handful of online comments submitted
to the Connect Columbus web site related to transit.
More than half (48) of all comments expressed a desire for central Ohio (and COTA) to develop
a light rail network. Many also had specific ideas for connections including between downtown
Columbus and OSU (10); downtown and the airport (7); downtown, Polaris, and Delaware
County (3); downtown and the employment warehouses in southern Franklin County (3), and
downtown and Dublin (2).
A significant portion of the comments (9) reflected desires to have more transit service in
general, including more service frequency, longer hours of service, and service on more days of
the week.
Another significant portion of the comments (8) reflected interests in more and better fare and
information systems. People who made these comments want higher quality technology and
what they perceive as more modern ways to pay their fares, learn about the available services,
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and generally make the system easier to use. Specifically, suggestions were made for cashless
fare payment (credit/debit payment, mobile phone payment, or reloadable smart cards), real
time arrival information (through mobile apps and posted at stops), and easier-to-use online
route and schedule information.

Connect Columbus
The Columbus Multimodal Thoroughfare Plan (branded as Connect Columbus) is a
comprehensive multimodal transportation plan being conducted for the City of Columbus. This
planning effort is simultaneous with NextGen and in some cases, staff from the NextGen team
participated in the Connect Columbus outreach efforts to help widen the reach of the NextGen
study. Members of the NextGen study team working on both projects participated in the “Plan
Van”, a mobile outreach resource that traveled to park and ride lots to talk to commuters about
their transportation needs. Many of the people who participated in Connect Columbus events
wanted to talk transit. As a result, while people did not participate in the specific exercises
crafted for the NextGen effort, they did provide general comments about central Ohio’s future
transit needs.
In total, the team collected more than 130 comments about central Ohio’s transit service
development. The NextGen team reviewed these comments and broadly classified them into
the following comments types:









More and better transit service (44%):
− Increase service frequency and service hours
− Reduce the need for transfers.
− Improve service to the suburbs
− Last mile connections so people could get to work
Rail (29%)
− Light rail system
o Between downtown and the suburbs
o Between downtown and the airport
− Streetcar system in downtown
− Regional rail network, with service to Chicago and Cincinnati
Support for COTA’s service in general, particularly CBUS (<5%)
Information technology (<5%)
− Fare collection system
− Real-time passenger information
− More and better bus apps
− Technologically advanced fare payment systems
Bus facilities (<5%)
− More and better bus stops
− Integration with the bike network.
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Community and Stakeholder Outreach
Phase 1 Appendix

Appendix B.1 Summary of Activities
Summary of COTA NextGen Public Engagement Activities (Phase 1)
Date

Event

# of
Attendees

Location

Activity Type

3/1/15-5/20/15

Community Leader Interviews

18

Varies

Stakeholder Interviews

3/12/2015 and
5/20/15

Project Advisory Group
Meetings

March (22)
May (18)

COTA- William G. Porter Board Room
33 N High St
Columbus, OH

Project Advisory Group Meetings

5

Columbus Public Health- Room 119C
240 Parsons Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings

8

Columbus Public Health- Room 119D
240 Parsons Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings

2

Columbus Public Health- Room 119D
240 Parsons Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings

4

Columbus Public Health- Room 119C
240 Parsons Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings

5

Columbus Public Health- Room 119C
240 Parsons Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings

7

MORPC- Scioto Conference Room
111 Liberty St.
Columbus, OH 43215

Targeted Workshop

3/9/2015

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings
- Social Services

3/10/2015

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings
- Young Professionals

3/10/2015

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings
- Somali and New Americans

3/13/2015

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings
- Seniors and People with
Disabilities

3/13/2015

Targeted Stakeholder Meetings
- Latino Community

4/23/2015

Targeted Stakeholder
Workshop - Economic
Development
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Date

Event

4/23/2015

Targeted Stakeholder
Workshop - Transportation
Advocates

4/23/2015

Phase 1 Public Meeting #1
(12pm)

4/23/2015

Phase 1 Public Meeting #2
(4pm)

4/25/2015

Earth Day Columbus

# of
Attendees

Location

Activity Type

28

COTA- William G. Porter Board Room
33 N High St
Columbus, OH

Targeted Workshop

38

COTA- William G. Porter Board Room
33 N High St
Columbus, OH

Public Meeting

12

COTA- William G. Porter Board Room
33 N High St
Columbus, OH

Public Meeting

23

Columbus Commons
160 S High St
Columbus, OH 43215

Neighborhood Session

37

Holiday Inn- Worthington
7007 N High St
Worthington, OH 43085

Neighborhood Session

Presentation

5/5/2015

Latino Job Fair

5/6 and 5/7

Short North Alliance District
Meetings

27

Stonewall Columbus
1160 N High St
Columbus, OH 43215

Young Professionals
Conference

50 attended
panel; 19
visited info
table

Creekside Conference Center- Gahanna
101 Mill St #300
Gahanna, OH 43230

Neighborhood Session
(Presentation and Facilitated Discussion)

10

Westerville Senior Center
310 West Main Street
Westerville, OH 43081

Public Meeting

11

Dublin Recreation Center, Talla Rm 1
5600 Post Road
Dublin, OH 43017

Targeted Workshop

17

Dublin Recreation Center, Talla Rm 1
5600 Post Road
Dublin, OH 43017

Public Meeting

5/15/2015

6/1/2015

Westerville Public Meeting

6/2/2015

Targeted Stakeholder
Workshop - NW Columbus City
and County Staff

6/2/2015

Dublin Public Meeting/ Open
House
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Date

6/3/2015

Event

South Side Public Meeting

# of
Attendees

Location

Activity Type

4

Barack Recreation Center
580 E. Woodrow Avenue
Columbus, OH 43207

Public Meeting

Public Meeting

Online & General Comments

6/4/2015

Grove City Public Meeting

14

City Hall, City Council Chambers
4035 Broadway
Grove City, OH 43123

Accepted
Comments
until June 15th

Online and other comments

198

COTA Next Gen Website and Connect
Columbus
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Appendix B.2 Organizations
Participating in Stakeholder
Interviews



















DeVere Realty
Solid Waste Authority (SWACO)
Franklin County, County Commissioners
Airshot Investment Corporation
City of Bexley
5th and 3rd Bank
Columbus School District
Columbus Urban League
Wagonbrenner Development
City of Columbus, City Council
COTA Board
Nationwide Realty
The Columbus Dispatch
Columbus Regional Airport Authority
Central Ohio Workforce Investment Corporation
King Lincoln District
Limited Brands
City of Groveport
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Appendix B.3 Handouts Used in
Public Meetings
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Appendix B.4 Meeting Summaries
Project Advisory Group Meeting #1, Meeting Summary
3/12/2015, 11:30 a.m., COTA Board Room
Meeting Purpose





Introduce Project Advisory Group (PAG) members
Review project phases
Describe role of PAG
Discuss vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Opening Remarks
Marie Keister, facilitator, convened the meeting and invited everyone in the room to introduce
themselves. Curtis Stitt, President/CEO, COTA, gave opening remarks regarding COTA’s
focuses and hopes for the outcome of this study, emphasizing the desire for this plan to be the
community’s vision.

Project Purpose, Approach, Role of the PAG
Bethany Whitaker, leader of the consultant team, and Marie Keister provided an overview of the
technical and public outreach components of the project as well as the role of the PAG in the
project process.




Three project phases
 Vision, needs & opportunities
 Define & evaluate alternatives
 Recommendations & Implementation
Project Roles
 Project Team consists of COTA staff and consultant team
o Develop ideas, technical analysis, package and communicate ideas
 PAG, stakeholders, public input, surveys
o Develop ideas, advise, review, and comment upon project
 COTA Board, MORPC, and elected officials
o Finalize, adopt, and support plan

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Bethany Whitaker summarized COTA’s existing services and operations as well as MORPC
data on existing and projected population and employment density in the Central Ohio region.
This was followed by a visioning exercise described below, facilitated by Marie Keister.


Vision, Values, and Priorities
 Transit systems serve various purposes around the world
 What should COTA’s role be?
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PAG members were asked to select their top priorities on the table below. The
number next to each priority represents the number of PAG members who selected
that priority as one of their top three.
PAG members had some suggestions for how to consolidate different categories or
further differentiate them.

What role should COTA play
in Central Ohio’s Future?

PAG Member Discussion

Thrive (8)
Transit should support neighborhood
and community development (local
orientation).
Use transit as economic
development tool for specific
corridors and neighborhoods.

 Transit currently serves areas that already have economic/development
activity
 We should use transit to serve and build places that have
potential/where there is opportunity to spur new activity
 Transportation has the power to shape development
 We want to use transit to encourage responsible development, less
sprawl

Manage (8)
Transit should help the region
manage growth and ensure
development is accessible.
Target transit investment to the
region’s most congested corridors.

 With the projected growth in people and jobs, transit can be a tool to
help the region be successful
 Roads will not necessarily be able to support the projected volume of
travel. We are already investing a lot of money in roads, if that won’t fix it
we need to invest in other modes that are more effective at moving large
volumes of people

Preserve (0)
Transit should be used as a strategy
to help preserve Central Ohio’s
quality of life.
Use smaller scale transit investments
to maintain existing service mix.

 No comments

Sustain (5)
Transit should be used as a strategy
to help protect the environment and
reduce greenhouse gases.
Use transit to support regional
environmental goals and aspirations.

 Columbus is a non-attainment air quality region, there is a risk of losing
federal funding for road and transit projects if we don’t make an effort to
improve conditions.

Equitable (10)
Transit should support access to
jobs, employment centers, and
educational opportunities.
Use transit to remove barriers to the
region’s best jobs and education.

 Connect people to jobs as a way to promote economic development
 Equity is a baseline for a lot of other things related to quality of life to
occur
 A lot of people in the community don’t have options and depend on
COTA for transportation
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What role should COTA play
in Central Ohio’s Future?

PAG Member Discussion

Attract/Retain (5)
Transit should help attract young
professionals to Central Ohio and
retain the ones that are already here.
Support people who want to get
around easily without owning a car.

 Young Professionals look at 3 things when looking at a region –
opportunity, affordability, accessibility. To attract and retain young
professionals, accessibility needs to be improved.
 Not having a car is a desirable thing for Young Professionals
 Also must remember that there is A Baby Boom generation here, aging
in place, and we should focus on making it easy for people who want to
live in a walkable/transit oriented place as they get older as well

Connect (22)
Transit should connect people with
regional destinations and strengthen
local circulation
Transit should provide fast, direct,
and easy to use transportation
options.

 If you accomplish this, everything else falls into place (sustain, equitable,
attract/retain, manage, etc)

Develop (11)
Transit should support regional
economic development goals and
needs.
We should invest in transit where it
will generate regional economic
development benefits.

 Same as thrive but a bigger footprint

Transit Futures – Opportunities for Transit Development




Bethany Whitaker provided a summary of different transit modes and some of the key
characteristics that define them
 Enhanced Bus, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), Streetcar, Light Rail, Heavy Rail/Subway,
Commuter Rail
PAG members provided the following comments about their desires for public
transportation in the future:
 Have to be aware of where railroad tracks are and what’s going to come of them;
look at creating a rail bypass that goes around that city, which would open up
existing freight rail tracks for use for commuter options.
 Rail is about a partnership. We need to make sure we can work with freight rail
companies and are able bring to the benefits for them to the table; otherwise they will
be difficult to engage. In relation to this, it will be useful to look at the recent JET
Task Force recommendations.
 We’re being challenged to develop a comprehensive transportation system for our
region, which we can’t do in a vacuum.
 Connect ColumbUS is the city’s multimodal transportation plan; we will be ensuring
that these two projects are working together.
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The success of the CBUS indicates that running a streetcar from Ohio State to
downtown could be a successful project.
The airport and Greyhound should be included in the NextGen discussion.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn




Public meetings are noon to 2 pm and 4 to 6 pm at COTA on April 23rd. Marie Keister
asked for the PAG’s help in getting out the word.
Neighborhood sessions April 20th – 27th
 Please email us if there is a community event that we can attend.
Next PAG meeting 11:30 to 1 pm at COTA on May 20th

Project Advisory Group Members/Attendance
Jennifer Adair, Ohio Attorney General’s Office/Linden
Trudy Bartley, Partners Achieving Community
Transformation (PACT)
Mike Brown, Experience Columbus
Jennifer Chrysler, City of New Albany*
Priyam Chokshi, Councilman Andrew Ginther’s Office
Mike Dalby, Columbus Chamber
Al Edmondson, Mt. Vernon District Improvement
Association/ Mount Vernon Business Association
Paul Feldman, City of Worthington
Jennifer Gallagher, City of Columbus
Roberta Garber, Columbus Metropolitan Housing
Authority
John Nestor, Columbus State Community College
Catherine Girves, Yay Bikes!*
Derek Grosso, Columbus Young Professionals Club*
Erik Janas, Franklin County

Beth Kelly-Snoke, OSU Transportation & Traffic
Management
Reese Neader, Forge Columbus*
Betsy Pandora, Short North Alliance*
JM Rayburn, Quorum Columbus Magazine
Elissa Schneider, Mid-Ohio Food Bank/Transit
Columbus*
Jack Shaner, Ohio Environmental Council
Kim Sharp, City of Westerville
Joanne Shelly, City of Dublin
Bill Sundermeyer, AARP Ohio
Guadalupe Velasquez, City of Columbus*
Thea Walsh, MORPC
Don Walters, Grove City
Kevin Wheeler, City of Columbus
Jeff Zimmerman, Columbus Region Logistics Council
at Columbus Chamber of Commerce

*Indicates individual was not in attendance at this meeting

Project Team Participants







Elliott Doza, COTA project manager
Mike Bradley, COTA Vice President of Planning & Service Development
Bethany Whitaker, Nelson\Nygaard Project Manager
Hazel Scher, Nelson\Nygaard
Mellissa Kim, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
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Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works

Project Advisory Group Meeting #2, Meeting Summary
5/20/2015, 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m., COTA William G. Porter Board Room
Meeting Purpose





Update PAG members about project status and work completed over past two months
Summarize feedback received to date regarding community priorities and values and
geographic needs for transit investments.
Discuss findings of the technical needs assessment.
Discuss next steps and application of public input and technical needs.

Opening Remarks
Curtis Stitt, President/CEO, COTA, started the meeting with brief remarks on the project,
emphasizing COTA’s goal to engage both suburban interests and individuals who do not
typically participate in transit discussions. Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) invited everyone
to introduce themselves and summarized the meeting format and purpose.

Stakeholder Input Collected To Date and How It Will Be Used
Bethany Whitaker (Nelson\Nygaard) provided a summary of the project findings collected (to
date) from members of the public and stakeholders. Findings focused on the transit values and
priorities as well as geographic needs. PAG members discussed the preliminary findings,
noting they had a difficult time differentiating between the values “Focus the Growth” and
“Follow the Growth.” Several PAG members also said they didn’t like using the verb “follow”
because it implies COTA is playing catch-up. Instead, the emphasis should be placed on
directing and coordinating with the growth. Additional comments included recommendations for
clarifying the language of the values related to growth.
Bethany also walked the PAG members through the proposed evaluation framework, explaining
how the values can be translated to evaluation criteria that the study team will use to prioritize
and rank potential transit projects.

Transit Needs
Thomas Wittman (Nelson/Nygaard) discussed the findings from the needs assessment. He
showed the group a series of maps that highlighted forecasted changed to the Central Ohio
region, pointing out areas that have already grown or are scheduled to grow but lack significant
transit investment.
PAG members asked Thomas a handful of technical questions about the data shown. A
question was proposed about which of the insight2050 scenarios were represented on the
maps; the MORPC representative on the PAG answered that the forecasted data reflects a
“medium” infill scenario. This means the data reflects assumptions about increased infill
development, but is not as aggressive as the pure infill scenario outlined in the insight2050
scenario.
The PAG members also asked the consultant team to be careful not to lose sight of the equity
question in the needs assessment. Some of the affluent communities and corridors may show
more growth but the need for service may not be as a great because the people are more likely
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to drive. Thomas explained that the values identified through the framework will help ensure
that a variety of projects and investment opportunities get prioritized.
The PAG members also asked that the existing commercial rail infrastructure be included in the
maps. They highlighted the previous plans that incorporated use of commercial rail corridors.
Thomas responded that the needs assessment includes review of those plans.
In terms of geographic needs, PAG members identified the importance of including the
Northland community, Reynoldsburg, Dublin, and Westerville. They also requested that the
study team show better and more labels.
Several members on the PAG noted that there are significant cultural and demographic trends
that are driving the need for transit investment. Several members said that we are developing a
future transit system, which – for the most part – will not be used by the current leadership. PAG
members felt strongly that the younger generation has different needs and expectations –
including needs that the current leadership may not recognize or value – and that the values of
the next generation that will inherit the transportation system should not be overlooked or lost in
the discussion. The PAG also recognized the retired community will grow quickly and will need
more transit service.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
The NextGen Project Advisory Committee meeting ended promptly at 11:30 a.m. As part of
closing the meeting, Marie reminded people about the upcoming public meetings. She also
distributed a flyer with the meeting schedule and asked PAG members to help promote them.

Project Advisory Group Members/Attendance
Attended Meeting

On PAG, but did not attend meeting

Shannon Dillman for Beth Snoke, OSU Transportation
& Traffic Management
JM Rayburn, Quorum Columbus Magazine
Mike Brown, Experience Columbus
Kim Sharp, City of Westerville
Mike Dalby, Columbus Chamber

Trudy Bartley, Partners Achieving Community
Transformation (PACT)
Priyam Chokshi, Councilman Andrew Ginther’s Office
Elissa Schneider, Mid-Ohio Food Bank/Transit Columbus
Jennifer Gallagher, City of Columbus
Al Edmondson, Mt. Vernon District Improvement
Association/ Mount Vernon Business Association
Roberta Garber, Columbus Metropolitan Housing
Authority
Bill Sundermeyer, AARP Ohio
Derek Grosso, Columbus Young Professionals Club
Don Walters, Grove City
Jennifer Chrysler, City of New Albany
Jennifer Adair, Ohio Attorney General’s Office/Linden

Jack Shaner, Ohio Environmental Council
Paul Feldman, City of Worthington
Joanne Shelly, City of Dublin
Mary Ann Frantz for Thea Walsh, MORPC
John Nestor, Columbus State Community College
Erik Janas, Franklin County
Curtis Stitt, President & CEO, COTA
Andrew Dodson, Forge Columbus
Betsy Pandora, Short North Alliance
Kevin Wheeler for Vince Papsidero, City of Columbus
Guadalupe Velasquez, City of Columbus
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Attended Meeting

On PAG, but did not attend meeting

Catherine Girves, Yay Bikes!
Jeff Zimmerman, Columbus Region Logistics Council
at Columbus Chamber of Commerce

Project Team Participants








Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Douglas Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement
Mike Bradley, COTA Vice President of Planning & Service Development
Bethany Whitaker, Nelson Nygaard
Thomas Wittman, Nelson Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works

Social Services Targeted Workshop, Meeting Summary
3/9/2015, Columbus Public Health, Columbus, OH
Attendees: 5
1. Please tell me a little about your organizations and how you interact with COTA
today, if at all.
i.
Organization name: (list)
i. Janet Harrison- Faith Mission, Community Employment Liaison
ii. Kevin Phillips- Faith Mission Health Center Free Clinic
iii. Steve Miller – Columbus Rec and Parks
iv. Ramona Gates- Franklin County Children Services
v. Kathryn Wagonrod- united way of central ohio- community engagement
ii.

Do your customers/patrons/colleagues ride COTA regularly?
i. FCCS1. No COTA bus stops nearby. Mothers with children trekking in
snow to get services. Nearest bus stop is 1 mile away.
2. Very interested in better serving our families with transit (location:
1919 Frank Road on west side).
3. COTA staff comes once a year to provide information about stops
and services.
4. Recently overusing cabs and our management wants to reduce
those costs. Winter has been difficult and location is not
convenient for mothers looking for buses.
ii. Rec Center1. Most children walk to centers. Seniors use the bus and
Mainstream (paratransit) to get to the centers.
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iii. Faith Mission1. Have to help clients with figuring out schedule. Janet usually calls
COTA to verify routes even though they are on the website.
Website can be confusing, and want to make sure client get the
right resources. COTA is often the primary and most often the only
form of transportation for shelter clients. We try to keep transit
info/ route maps stocked for clients.
iv. United Way
1. We have someone on the COTA board, but my involvement at
United Way is as the main connect for volunteers and advocacy
for our participating agencies.
2. How does your organization interact with COTA today?
i. Generally, our interaction is positive. We don’t meet regularly, but when
we do it’s productive.
3. What do you consider to be the greatest challenges facing Central Ohio – and
your customers/patrons/colleagues in particular -- as it positions itself for future
growth and development? Does public transportation have a role in helping to
address these issues?
i.
Need later hours. We have people who can get to a job but can’t get
back on the bus, or can get back from the job but can’t get to it on the
bus.
ii.
COTA should have better payment options- credit card/ debit cards
iii.
Uber and Lyft may not be the “future” of transportation because low
income populations can’t necessarily use those services.
a. Public transit is still needed
iv.
Don’t need the bells and whistles for who we serve (debit cards, uber,
lyft). We just need the basics- better service, more information
v.
If so, what role should public transportation play?
a. Need storage for people who need to be shopping and using
COTA for travel
b. Pay fares through iphone or other electronic device. People
don’t carry cash anymore.
4. If money were no object, how would you like your children and grandchildren to
get around Central Ohio in 2050?
i.
Everyone in room agreed: light rail
ii.
Just going from Downtown to the University and Short North isn’t
enough
a. Safe, efficient, get you where you need to go
b. Need multiple lines between suburbs and Downtown. Everyone
needs to see the vision and know they won’t be left out
iii.
Better neighborhood connections to light rail or major transfer points
iv.
Different languages for route maps and information. Having translators
for people who call the information center.
v.
Expanded hours/ frequency- can get clients to work, but not back or the
other way around
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vi.
vii.
viii.

Service extension- go into Westerville, Dublin, and other suburban
locations. Get better jobs
Bus shelters- need better shelter design for all user groups. Not just
signs, make sure there is a bunch, trash barrel, cover, maybe heating
Broaden subsidized fare options- maybe have it need based and not
just disability based

5. What do you think COTA should invest in to prepare for that vision?
i.
Identify where bus/rail transfer stations would go – buy the properties or plan for
it now.
ii.
Public education- advertise on TV.
iii.
Encourage more transit oriented development and zoning changes to support
ridership.
6. Where is a good place to put light rail or bus rapid transit?
i.
Need better neighborhood circulators/ connection inside I-270, too.
ii.
Making sure services are available for everyone, not just people who are
advantanged and transplants to Columbus.
7. What is a way to give voice to those you represent?
i.
Employers should advocate and get involved in the process. Match up arrival
times with shift times. Gain more employer buy in and offer incentives for people
to use the bus.
ii.
Businesses need to be apart of the solution, COTA can’t just be the owners of
this task.
iii.
New Albany business park os a good model. Rickenbacker should follow it, but
may need a benefactor.
8. We will be having public meetings three times through the course of COTA
NextGen. May we forward invitations to you to forward to your
customers/patrons/colleagues?
i.
All agreed: yes.
9. We are also looking for existing events in late April where we could staff a COTA
NextGen display and information table and solicit input from the public. Do you
have any ideas where we could do this? Would you/a staff member help us
coordinate these? If so, please provide specifics and contact info. Thank you!!!
i.
Quarterly job fairs at FCCS- would be a great opportunity to solicit input (24-hour
location). FCCS will send information about their job fair to Marie.
ii.
Recs and Park has Fountain-side events on Wednesday afternoons (11 am to 3
pm) throughout the summer in Bicentennial Park. You could set up a table there.
Coordinate with Karen Wiser (ME has that contact info.) Tons of parents and kids
attend, and often we have Ohio State, Blue Jackets, etc. there, too.
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iii.

The shelter residents may have phones but not necessarily smart phones. We
communicate with them in person and handing them printed info.

Young Professionals Targeted Workshop, Meeting Summary
3/10/2015, Columbus Public Health, Columbus, OH
Attendees: 7
1. Please tell me a little about your organizations and how you interact with COTA
today, if at all.
i.
Organization name:
i. Kelly Scocco – City of Columbus
ii. J.M. Rayburn – Forge Columbus & Transit Columbus
iii. Joe Vargo – Experience Columbus
iv. Mindy Justis – Experience Columbus
v. Steve Michalovich – Wondersauce
vi. Liz Dickey - Columbus Chamber
vii. Nora Gerber - Columbus Chamber
viii. Derek Grosso – Young Professionals Club
2. How do you/your organization interact with COTA today?
i.
Some ride the bus occasionally
ii.
Like using the CBus
3. What do you consider to be the greatest challenges facing Central Ohio – and
your customers/patrons/colleagues/friends in particular -- as it positions itself for
future growth and development? Does transportation have a role in helping to
address these issues?
i.
Yes. Use transit to help Columbus get onto the national stage, make it a “cool
place to live”
ii.
Young professionals expect to have that option for entertainment and in order to
explore the city.
4. If money were no object, how would you like your children and grandchildren to
get around Central Ohio in 2050?
i.
BRT, Light Rail, Bicycle, etc
ii.
Must have the technological component (fare payment cards or mobile
payment)
iii.
Use transit to improve the overall experience of living in Columbus (ability to
check emails while commuting, make commuting by transit more convenient than
driving)
iv.
Rail to the airport. Bus service is good, but a fixed guideway would be a better
way to attract visitors, make it easy to get downtown.
v.
Light rail from German Village to downtown and commuter rail from suburbs
(Powell, Dublin, Hilliard, upper Arlington are growing, keep jobs in downtown)
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vi.
vii.
viii.

Expand the CBus service (broad street) – expand the existing North/South
connectivity to serve east/west connections
Park & Rides in the suburban areas with rail service
Upgrade passenger facing communication/information
i. Color coding – east routes are red, etc. to make it easy to understand
ii. Destinations of the route posted inside the bus so that you know where
the bus is going
iii. Consolidated mobile App for real time arrival & payment that integrates all
other modes and helps with last-mile (Car2Go, Uber, Lyft, Cogo)

5. What do you think COTA should invest in to prepare for that vision?
i.
Go after a demonstrative project in order to gain support for transit, then build
from there
i. "You have to have a couple of first downs before you score a touchdown“
ii.
Good messaging and public engagement in order to help people see the area as
a growing region
iii.
Make the first experience using transit positive so that people will continue to use
transit
iv.
Improve the branding for current and future lines
v.
Improve the ease of transfers, create a downtown transit center
vi.
Make the transit levies permanent
vii.
Prioritized the investments in the right of way – stop spending on roads, spend
on bicycle and transit infrastructure
6. Where is a good place to put light rail or bus rapid transit?
i.
Ohio State
ii.
Rail to the airport
iii.
Downtown
7. What is a way to give voice to those you represent, to engage them?
i.
Use examples of success in other cities to create excitement about what
Columbus could be
ii.
Austin, Minneapolis, and Charlotte are peer cities that have all made investments
in transit
iii.
Don’t call it alternative transportation
iv.
The message should be that it’s an easy to use system, and easy way to access
various destinations
8. Anything else you want to tell us about COTA or transportation in general?
i.
Investment in transportation is politicized so try to frame that discussion as an
investment in future economic developments rather than a partisan discussion
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9. What do you want for quality of life?
i.
Connectivity, needing to be near everything (gym, daycare, work, groceries)
ii.
Focus on access over ownership when it comes to mobility (cars)

Somali and New Americans, Meeting Summary
3/10/2015, Columbus Public Health, Columbus, OH
Attendees: 2
1. Please tell me a little about your organizations and how you interact with COTA
today, if at all.
i.
Organization and name: (list)
i. Mohamed Mohamed, Somali Press Newspaper (15,000+ readers)
ii. Tara Dhungana, Community Refugee and Immigration Services (CRIS)
ii.

Do your customers/patrons/colleagues/friends ride COTA regularly?
i. Somali Press: Some do. But they really need a car to be able to get
around Columbus. The best routes are the ones that go to school. But
when it comes to jobs, transportation is very unreliable.
ii. CRIS: There are no COTA stops along Rt. 161. Public transportation is
not a reliable option for New Americans. We would like to see COTA go
closer to their houses and jobs so people don’t need to rely on cars so
much.

2. What do you consider to be the greatest challenges facing Central Ohio – and
your customers/patrons/colleagues/friends in particular -- as it positions itself for
future growth and development? Does transportation have a role in helping to
address these issues?
i.

ii.
iii.

We have two barreiers. One is language. The other is transportation. One of
CRIS’s biggest challenges is transportation. There are jobs, but there isn’t
transportation to get there. We work hard to get carpools for our clients, but
sometimes it doesn’t work out.
Self sufficiency for our clients is what we strive for, but because of transportation
issues it is a major challenge.
Information is key. People feel safer with more information. Scared of what is
unfamiliar.

3. If money were no object, how would you like your children and grandchildren to
get around Central Ohio in 2050?
i.
More public transportation would be great, if it was reliable. It would be best not
to be so dependent on a car.
i. More reliable transit service.
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ii.

Light rail would help everybody. It is faster and more efficient. When people think
of light rail, they think of big cities.

4. What do you think COTA should invest in to prepare for that vision?
i.
More frequent service. If you miss a bus by a second, you need to wait another
25 minutes out in the cold.
ii.
More shelters and better shelters.
iii.
Cash fares can be difficult. Easier access to obtaining bus passes would help.
iv.
If you live in a city, you shouldn’t have to walk a mile or two to get to the bus
stop. More convenient bus stops.
v.
It is very hard to understand how to ride the buses here. If COTA had translated
materials for the community, it would be easier. Top languages to translate to:
Hispanic, Somali, Arabic (Iraqi), Napali, Swahili, Amharic (Etheopia).
5. Where is a good place to put light rail or bus rapid transit?
i.
Something like a 270 train that runs around to all the suburbs. And to the center.
ii.
People need to be able to get to the jobs.
6. What is a way to give voice to those you represent, to engage them?
i.
The Somali Press reaches 15,000+ people.
ii.
CRIS works with thousands of refugees and immigrants and represents people
from 160 countries.
iii.
People think it is impossible to get things changed. The routes have been there
for years and they won’t change. But that’s not always the case.
iv.
We are representing thousands of voices. By coming to this meeting, it’s not jsut
Mohamed and myself. It is our communiteis that we are speaking for.
v.
We have relationships with a lot of employers and help get jobs for refugees. We
have meetings for employers.
7. We will be having public meetings three times through the course of COTA
NextGen. May we forward invitations to you to forward to your
customers/patrons/colleagues/friends?
i.
Yes
8. We are also looking for existing events in late April where we could staff a COTA
NextGen display and information table and solicit input from the public. Do you
have any ideas where we could do this? Would you/a staff member help us
coordinate these? If so, please provide specifics and contact info. Thank you!!!
i.
CRIS:
i. Run for Refugees- 5k (April 11), fundraiser for CRIS. Good way of getting
to more refugees. More info at crisohio.org.
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ii. We also have community events that COTA could attend to do a
presentation.
ii.

iii.

Somali Press:
i. DalmarTV- could have COTA officials go on the community shows. I can
help you work with them.
ii. The Somali Press writes about anything the affects the community. But
we like to focus on positive stories.
General notes:
i. Mohamed: we find that people prefer if you go to them.
ii. Tara: again, transportation is a big factor. They can’t get to you.

9. Anything else you want to tell us about COTA or transportation in general?
i.
If COTA could get people to job fairs, it would help the community.
ii.
Add/increase bus service on 161 from 270 to 270. There is none right now.
iii.
Once refugees come to cbus, we tell them if you want to live here, you need a
car. Number one obstacle. 2000 person list (full) for carpooling. Best
communities can adapt/assimilate quickly. I don’t want COTA to think that
because we are immigrants it will take us a long time to adapt to any changes
they make. We can adapt quickly.
iv.
How many of the COTA drivers speak 2 languages right now? It helps to build a
trust with the community. If a COTA bus goes to a certain area with a driver that
speaks a language of that area, it will help everyone.

Seniors and People with Disabilities, Meeting Summary
3/13/2015, Columbus Public Health, Columbus, OH
Attendees: 4
Katie Frederick, Executive Director – American Council of the Blind for Ohio
Kurt Smith - Franklin County Board of Developmental Disabilities
Nathan Fernandez – Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities
Mary Vail – Goodwill Columbus
1. How do you/your organization interact with COTA today?
a. KURT: Majority of constituents come to our facilities for services in yellow school
buses. Would rather use public transportation. Not sure COTA knows about
changes in our services, but we need to make them aware.
b. MARY: Our organization (Goodwill) is accessible to buses, and our retail store
employees/customers use public transit. Challenge is trying to get folks to job
opportunities that are not on the bus line. Project Mainstream has been a
challenge due to lack of regular schedule. Sixteen percent of employees use
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public transportation. Others do not. We are trying to encourage and educate the
use of public transportation.
c. KURT: People have lost jobs because of buses not being on time or taking two
hours to get them to jobs.
d. KATIE: Members to do use COTA. As bus lines are cut, the cut/change in threequarter mile access impacts Project Mainstream customers – our members.
e. NATE: Agree with Mary and Kurt. Many call centers are around the I-270 loop.
Need to get routes closer to the main roads that serve those job centers. When
routes move, it impacts people with disabilities because Project Mainstream
access gets cut.
2. If money were no object, how would you like your children and grandchildren
to get around Central Ohio in 2050?
a. KURT: Personally, I am a driver. We do need road infrastructure change.
Constituents need to be able to plan to get to work on time. Predictability of
transit is important. Dream is not segregating the need for public
transportation to a specific group, but providing better public transportation for
all so we all use it.
b. MARY: Remove the necessity of a car. Transportation in Columbus is an
afterthought.
c. NATE: Our generation discourages public transportation because it
represents certain people; the poor. It needs to be marketed better so it’s not
thought of as a service for just “those people”. Dream: More sidewalks and
transportation used by all. Metal pads that denotes a bus stop for someone
with a visual disability/cane. Efficiency.
d. KATIE: Light rail working in conjunction with buses and more accessible
transportation stops. Allow for other modes of transportation besides buses.
3. Where is a good place to put light rail or bus rapid transit?
a. KATIE: Didn’t get the national Democratic convention because of lack of
transportation. First place should be airport to Downtown.
b. KURT: City has no borders, and transit has not grown with the city. Where
transit stops is the end of COTA’s world.
a.
4. What is a way to give voice to those you represent, to engage them?
a. NATE: Travel training. Great but not effective. I want someone who is
certified; not someone who tells us how to get across the street. Better
integrated transportation system as a whole.
b. KURT: Our employees are intimidated by taking a bus. They could use travel
training too.
2.
5. We will be having public meetings three times through the course of COTA NextGen.
May we forward invitations to you to forward to your
customers/patrons/colleagues/friends?
a. All: Yes
3.
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6. Anything else you want to tell us about COTA or transportation in general?
a. MARY: Bring other transportation providers together to integrate all modes of
transportation.
b. NATE: Real travel training.
c. KURT: Get input from people who don’t use COTA. Does COTA currently
offer travel training?

Latino Community, Meeting Summary
3/13/2015, Columbus Public Health, Columbus, OH
Attendees: 5
Liliana Limon – Columbus Public Health in Drugs and Alcohol
Nick Pasquarello - Advocacy Group for an Alternative to Cars
Ruben Herrera - Immigration and Low Wage Workers
Ninny Rosso - Refugee and Immigration Service
Guadelupe Velasquez - City Community Relations Office

1.

How do you/your organization interact with COTA today?
i. Nick- Yes, I take the bus. Need alternative ways to return home.
(Restaurant worker gets off after hours.)
ii.
Lilly -- takes bus
iii.
Ruben - bus not relevant for me. Transit here not comparable to
other cities: no sidewalks, very dangerous.
iv.
Ninny - no access to transportation so friends bring them to our
services. Hard to get around without a car.
v.
Lilly - many do not speak English and are scared to ride the bus.
vi.
Lupe - buses to do not have good frequency and do not run long
enough.

2.
If money were no object, how would you like your children and grandchildren to
get around Central Ohio in 2050?
i. Nick- Decentralize system to make it more of a grid, with connections where
services intersect in high traffic areas; add 24 hour service.
ii. Lilly –Make signs easier to read.
iii. Ninny -- hard to plan around the bus service – need a lot more of it so we don’t
have to plan around it
iv. Ruben - less emphasis on cars; add CBUS in other neighborhoods.
v. Ninny: Light rail
3. What is a way to give voice to those you represent, to engage them?
i. Ruben/Guadalupe -- place more community leaders on the board. Board
members do not reflect needs of the community.
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4. We will be having public meetings three times through the course of COTA NextGen.
May we forward invitations to you to forward to your
customers/patrons/colleagues/friends?
i. All: yes.
5. We are also looking for existing events in late April where we could staff a COTA
NextGen display and information table and solicit input from the public. Do you have any
ideas where we could do this? Would you/a staff member help us coordinate these? If so,
please provide specifics and contact info. Thank you!!!
i. (Guadulupe offered a suggestion)
6. Anything else you want to tell us about COTA or transportation in general?
i. All -Signs should be in Spanish.
ii. Ninny -- more routes, buses too full today.
iii. Nick -- safe spaces to wait for buses. Better mapped lines; less confusing maps

Economic Development Targeted Workshop, Meeting
Summary
4/23/2015, 9 a.m. to 10 a.m, MORPC Scioto Conference Room
Number of Participants
There were 7 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an overview of NextGen and regional growth projections
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Opening Remarks
Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) convened the meeting and laid the meeting ground rules,
while Elliott Doza (COTA) welcomed everyone.

Project Overview
Bethany Whitaker (Nelson\Nygaard) provided an overview of the technical and public outreach
components of the project, then reviewed job and population growth projections.

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values and priorities for how the region should develop and support public
transportation. Bethany and Marie led the group in an exercise designed to help the public
articulate their priorities and values for public transportation as well as the role of COTA in that
vision.
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The transit priorities exercise involved presenting a series of investment themes and brief
definitions and asked everyone to identify their three top priorities. The participants indicated
their preferences and explained their reasons for selecting one value over another. Comments
about the individual values and ideas for how the study team could better present and describe
the values were also collected (see Table 1 for the values and comments provided by the
economic development participants). Originally there were five values though a sixth, ‘Focus the
Growth’ was added based on discussion during the meeting.

Table 1: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA
play in Central Ohio’s
Future?
Make Better Connections
Build on Success
Invest in Overlooked
Communities
Follow the Growth
Save the Earth

Other

Priority Votes and Discussion
 Received six (6) votes.
 Received six (6) votes.
 Received three (3) votes.
Received three (3) votes.
Would rather focus growth than follow growth.
Received two (2) votes.
Received one (1) vote.
If we’re serious about inward growth we shouldn’t follow outward growth.
We need to concentrate growth. This value of “focusing the growth” is
missing.
 We seem to be missing affordability (equity) in the values.
 How is tourism, getting visitors to our cultural, civic and sport events
represented by these values?






Following the transit priorities exercise, Bethany reviewed the different types of public
transportation found in cities across the United States as well as what types of transit might be
appropriate based on land uses within neighborhoods and corridors.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Marie asked participants to select three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit (see Table 2 for the areas selected by
the economic development group participants). Because participants may have chosen similar
priority areas, a number following an area in Table 2 indicates the number of times this location
was mentioned by the participants.

Table 2: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas








Where should we invest in transit?
Downtown (3)
 Port Columbus (2)
Downtown / East Broad Street Corridor
 Port Columbus / Easton / Newark Route
Downtown to OSU (2)
 High Street Corridor (3)
Downtown to Easton
 Cleveland Avenue Corridor
Downtown to Polaris
 Dublin / US 33 Corridor
Downtown to Rickenbacker Airport
 Rickenbacker Airport (2)
Downtown to Port Columbus Airport / Gahanna (2)
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A discussion was then lead by Bethany, which included asking participants to compare their top
three priorities to the priority areas they selected; along with additional comments on the values
or locations future transit investments should serve (see Table 3 for the participants’
comments).

Table 3: Group Discussion
Additional Comments
 Participants were asked “why they aren’t interested in overlooked communities” and responses included
“these areas don’t produce much growth” and “there is a problem with east to west travel where these areas
are located”.
 Need to look at investing in areas where growth is dense.
 We should look at cultural areas and values; unfortunately the bus system has a bad rap and there is a
perception that it’s only for serving the underserved areas.
 Planned investment areas should be based on mobility solutions, where places become an attraction and
asset for productive economic outcomes.
 We should invest in our two airports, which will raise the profile of the region.
 Focus should be on moving people to and from home and job centers.
 Southern parts of Columbus have low income neighborhoods. These populations need opportunities to get
to jobs, school and other areas in the region. This lack of access further demotes their neighborhoods and
they need access to affordable and frequent service.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
As part of closing the meeting, Marie recapped that the next steps are to submit any additional
comments by May 8th, look for the project team at some upcoming events in late April and early
May and to expect a second phase of public meetings in the fall.

Comment Forms
Seven (7) comment forms were collected at the meeting.

Project Team Participants








Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Bethany Whitaker, Nelson\Nygaard Project Manager
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works
Nick Hoffman, IBI Group
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Downtown Public Meetings, Meeting Summary
4/23/2015, noon to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., COTA William G. Porter Board
Room
Number of Participants
There were a total of 50 participants at this event (38 participants from noon-2pm and 12
participants from 4-6pm).

Meeting Purpose



Provide an overview of NextGen and regional growth projections
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Opening Remarks
Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) convened the meeting and laid the meeting ground rules,
while Curtis Stitt (COTA) welcomed everyone. Elliott Doza (COTA) welcomed everyone at the 46 p.m. meeting.

Project Overview
Bethany Whitaker (Nelson\Nygaard) provided an overview of the technical and public outreach
components of the project, then reviewed job and population growth projections.

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values and priorities for how the region should develop and support public
transportation. Bethany and Marie led the group in an exercise designed to help the public
articulate their priorities and values for public transportation as well as the role of COTA in that
vision.
The transit priorities exercise involved presenting a series of investment themes and brief
definitions and then asking everyone to identify their three top priorities. Marie asked
participants to share one of their values and explain why they chose that value (see Table 4 for
the participants’ comments and transit priority preferences).

Table 4: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA
play in Central Ohio’s
Future?

Make Better Connections

Build on Success

Priority Votes and Discussion










Received thirty-two (32) votes; 24 (Noon) and 8 (4 p.m.)
Need better connections for those people that need/rely on the service.
Communities where buses stop are not walkable.
Need better coverage; either more express buses or an outerbelt rail
service from east to west.
Helps in getting people out of cars and making better places.
Received twenty-five (25) votes; 23 (Noon) and 2 (4 p.m.)
Should work on what already exists.
Should utilize smaller buses instead of the large un-filled buses.
Should take CBUS success and duplicate in other areas.
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What role should COTA
play in Central Ohio’s
Future?
Save the Earth

Invest in Overlooked
Communities

Focus the Growth

Follow the Growth

Other

Priority Votes and Discussion
 Received twenty-three (23) votes; 18 (Noon) and 5 (4 p.m.)
 Would like to see a car-free lifestyle.
 Need to reduce smog by reducing the use of personal vehicles and riding
transit.
 Received twenty-one (21) votes; 15 (Noon) and 6 (4 p.m.)
 Would like to see a stronger system than currently in place.
 Buses are for people that need them.
 This population is transit-dependent and needs service.
 Need better service in these areas.
 Need service to get to work, errands and appointments.
 Received twenty (20) votes; 17 (Noon) and 3 (4 p.m.)
 Need to focus growth and not send buses all over Columbus.
 Columbus is losing young people to areas that are urban and have transit
 Received sixteen (16) votes; 9 (Noon) and 7 (4 p.m.)
 Need an outerbelt rail service.
 Rail is needed to connect overlooked communities to jobs in the outerbelt
areas.
 An on-time BRT or lightrail line is needed and fed with small circulators.
 Received two (2) votes; 2 (4 p.m.)
 Need equal coverage; CBUS has free fares and it is utilized by those that
have money; whereas normal buses charge fares and are utilized by those
that can’t always afford a bus pass.

Following the transit priorities exercise, Bethany reviewed the different types of public
transportation found in cities across the United States as well as what types of transit might be
appropriate based on land uses within neighborhoods and corridors.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Marie asked participants to select three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit and then had participants share some of
those locations (see Table 5 for the areas selected by the participants). Because participants
may have chosen similar priority areas, a number following an area in Table 5 indicates the
number of times this location was mentioned by the participants during the meeting.

Table 5: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas









Where should we invest in transit?
Downtown to Port Columbus Airport (5)
 Westerville (2)
Port Columbus Airport
 Dublin
Downtown (2)
 SR 161 Corridor
Downtown (Cultural Connection - Museums,
 Worthington
Theaters)
Downtown to Easton
 Easton
Downtown to Outerbelt
 Bexley
Downtown to OSU (Brain Lane)
 Grove City (2)
Ohio State University (2)
 Groveport (2)
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High Street
Grandview
I-270 Outerbelt (2)
I-270 Northern Corridor

Where should we invest in transit?
 Rickenbacker Airport
 Southern Columbus / Northern Pickaway County
 Southern Overlooked Communities
 More Crosstown Routes

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
As part of closing the meeting, Marie recapped that the next steps are to submit any additional
comments by May 8th, look for the project team at some upcoming events in late April and early
May and to expect a second phase of public meetings in the fall.

Comment Forms
During the meeting participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Forty-two (42) total comment forms were collected (33 from Noon and 9 from 4 p.m.),
and may duplicate information discussed above (see attached scanned comment forms).
Please note that priority votes and areas shown in Tables 4 and 5 reflect those that were cast or
mentioned by participants during the interactive meeting format and may differ from their
choices on the comment forms.

Comment Form Highlights:



One-Hundred and Twenty (120) areas where new transit investments should be made
were mentioned. Of those areas thirty-four (34) included a route or corridor to and from
the downtown, while and twenty-three (23) involved the Port Columbus Airport.
There were 23 instances in which a mode of transit that might fit in Columbus was
mentioned:
 BRT - 6
 CBUS - 1
 Commuter Rail - 8
 Lightrail - 6
 Streetcar -2
*In addition, there were two instances during the Priorities and Values discussion where
a service like the CBUS was mentioned (Noon) and five instances that a passenger rail
service was mentioned (4pm).

Project Team Participants









Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Curtis Stitt, COTA President & CEO
Doug Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Bethany Whitaker, Nelson\Nygaard Project Manager
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works
Nick Hoffman, IBI Group
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Transportation Advocates Targeted Workshop, Meeting
Summary
4/23/2015, 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m., COTA William G. Porter Board Room
Number of Participants
There were 28 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an overview of NextGen and regional growth projections
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Opening Remarks
Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) convened the meeting and laid the meeting ground rules,
while Elliott Doza (COTA) welcomed everyone.

Project Overview
Bethany Whitaker (Nelson\Nygaard) provided an overview of the technical and public outreach
components of the project, then reviewed job and population growth projections.

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values and priorities for how the region should develop and support public
transportation. Bethany and Marie led the group in an exercise designed to help the public
articulate their priorities and values for public transportation as well as the role of COTA in that
vision.
The transit priorities exercise involved presenting a series of investment themes and brief
definitions and then asking everyone to identify their three top priorities. Marie asked
participants to share one of their values and explain why they chose that value (see Table 6 for
the participants’ comments and transit priority preferences).

Table 6: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment
What role should COTA play in
Central Ohio’s Future?
Invest in Overlooked Communities

Focus the Growth
Make Better Connections
Follow the Growth

Priority Votes and Discussion












Received twenty (20) votes.
Many people/communities rely on transit every day.
The future of transit should allow people to give up their cars.
Received fourteen (14) votes.
Has a huge impact on transportation.
Columbus and urban core need streetcars integrated with the bus
system.
Received ten (10) votes.
Better connections between transit and bike/pedestrian paths.
Received ten (10) votes.
Downtown is growing rapidly and has a need for transit service.
Suburban areas (like Pickerington) will develop and need better options
for people to get to jobs.
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What role should COTA play in
Central Ohio’s Future?
Build on Success
Save the Earth
Other

Priority Votes and Discussion
 Received eight (8) votes.
 Make the experiences riding on transit more user friendly (moms w/
strollers etc.)
 Received seven (7) votes.
 Received three (3) votes.

Following the transit priorities exercise, Bethany reviewed the different types of public
transportation found in cities across the United States as well as what types of transit might be
appropriate based on land uses within neighborhoods and corridors.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Marie asked participants to select three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit and then had participants share some of
those locations (see Table 7 for the areas selected by the participants). Because participants
may have chosen similar priority areas, a number following an area in Table 7 indicates the
number of times this location was mentioned by the participants during the meeting.

Table 7: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas
Where should we invest in transit?
South East Columbus (2)
 High Street Corridor
East Side of Columbus (transit dependent areas)
 Parsons Avenue Corridor
Northeast Side to Gender Road Area
 Near East Side
Port Columbus (2)
 Downtown
Morse Road to 161 Connector
 OSU
I-270 Northern Corridor
 Need to connect the urban core to outer
neighborhoods
 US 23 Corridor (Delaware to Downtown)
 Need more frequent BRT service
 Bridge Street District (Dublin)
 Need to get away from a radial transit system
 West Broad / Hilltop Area
 Commuter Rail around outerbelt







Project Next Steps & Adjourn
As part of closing the meeting, Marie recapped that the next steps are to submit any additional
comments by May 8th, look for the project team at some upcoming events in late April and early
May and to expect a second phase of public meetings in the fall.

Comment Forms
During the meeting participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Twenty-two (22) comment forms were collected, and may duplicate information
discussed above (see attached scanned comment forms). Please note that priority votes and
areas shown in Tables 6 and 7 reflect those that were cast or mentioned by participants during
the interactive meeting format and may differ from their choices on the comment forms.

Comment Form Highlights:


Sixty-six (66) areas where new transit investments should be made were mentioned. Of
those areas fourteen (14) included a route or corridor to and from the downtown, while
ten (10) involved the Port Columbus Airport.
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There were 9 instances in which a mode of transit that might fit in Columbus was
mentioned:
 BRT - 2


CBUS - 3



Commuter Rail - 1



Lightrail - 2



Streetcar -1

Project Team Participants








Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Bethany Whitaker, Nelson\Nygaard Project Manager
Thomas Wittmann, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works
Nick Hoffman, IBI Group

Earth Day Columbus Neighborhood Session, Meeting
Summary
4/25/2015, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., Columbus Commons
Number of Participants
There were 23 participants at this event. There were approximately 200 people at the event
between 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.

Session Purpose



Inform the community about NextGen in an accessible, convenient and easy format
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Session Overview
This neighborhood session was held at the Columbus Commons in Downtown Columbus at the
9th annual Earth Day Columbus 2015. An information table was available for the public to stop
by to speak with project representative, Nick Hoffman (IBI Group), to provide their input on
public transportation values and priorities and select areas where they would like to see more
investment in transit.

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values (see Table 8 for the values provided by the public).
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Table 8: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA play
in Central Ohio’s Future?
Build on Success
Invest in Overlooked
Communities
Save the Earth
Focus the Growth
Follow the Growth
Make Better Connections
Other

Priority Votes
 Received seventeen (17) votes.
 Received fourteen (14) votes.






Received twelve (12) votes.
Received eleven (11) votes.
Received eight (8) votes.
Received seven (7) votes.
Did not receive any votes.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Nick asked participants to select up to three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit (see Table 9 for the areas selected by
the participants).

Table 9: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas
Where should we invest in transit?
 Downtown to Port Columbus Airport (2)
 Cbus extention to OSU
 Downtown to Polaris (Light Rail)
 German Village to OSU (Rail Line)
 Downtown to Northeast Columbus
 SR 315 Corridor (N. Broadway Street to King
Avenue)
 Downtown to Short North
 Easton / Stelzer Road Corridor
 Downtown to Outerbelt Areas (Commuter Rail)
 Whitehall
 Northern Outerbelt Area
 Grove City / Southwest Columbus
 Underserved Areas (2)
 Newark
 Southeast Columbus
 Lancaster
 More BRT Lines
 Discounted fares for non-rush hour routes

Project Team Participants


Nick Hoffman, IBI Group

Cinco de Mayo Job Fair, Meeting Summary
5/5/2015, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., Holiday Inn Worthington
Number of Participants
There were 37 participants at this event. There were approximately 120 people at the event
between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Session Purpose



Inform the community about NextGen in an accessible, convenient and easy format
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio
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Session Overview
This neighborhood session was held at the Holiday Inn conference center in Worthington, Ohio.
An information table was available for the public to stop by to speak with project representative,
Nick Hoffman (IBI Group), to provide their input on public transportation values and priorities
and select areas where they would like to see more investment in transit. Translations services
were provided by Patricia Lombeyda (Villelomby Consultants).

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values (see Table 10 for the values provided by the public).

Table 10: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA play
in Central Ohio’s Future?
Make Better Connections
Follow the Growth
Invest in Overlooked Communities
Focus the Growth
Save the Earth
Build on Success
Other

Priority Votes








Received twenty-two (22) votes.
Received nineteen (19) votes.
Received sixteen (16) votes.
Received sixteen (16) votes.
Received fourteen (14) votes.
Received eight (8) votes.
Did not receive any votes.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Nick asked participants to select up to three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit (see Table 11 for the areas selected by
the participants). Because participants may have chosen similar priority areas, a number
following an area in Table 11 indicates the number of times this location was mentioned by the
participants during the meeting.

Table 11: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas















Where should we invest in transit?
North Columbus / Southern Delaware County (5)
 Southwest Columbus (2)
Northeast Columbus (4)
 Grove City (3)
Westerville (4)
 Groveport (2)
New Albany (2)
 Canal Winchester
Newark (2)
 Southeast Columbus (2)
Gahanna
 Pickerington (2)
Easton (2)
 Rickenbacker Airport
Downtown to Northeast Columbus
 Whitehall
Northwest Columbus (3)
 Pataskala
Delaware(2)
 Lancaster
I-270 Outerbelt
 Port Columbus Airport (3)
161 Corridor
 Downtown to Suburbs
Hilliard (3)
 Fairgrounds / Crew Stadium
Dublin (2)
 Inner City Rail on Main Thoroughfares
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Comment Forms
During the meeting participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Twenty-two (22) comment forms were collected, and may duplicate information
discussed above (see attached scanned comment forms). It should be noted that most of the
forms collected were received from businesses at the job fair. Please note that priority votes and
areas shown in Tables 10 and 11 reflect those that were cast or mentioned by participants
during the interactive meeting format and may differ from their choices on the comment forms.

Comment Form Highlights:


Sixty-nine (69) areas where new transit investments should be made were mentioned.
Of those areas thirty (30) included a suburban community near the I-270 Outerbelt, while
another twenty-eight (28) involved areas outside of downtown Columbus.



There were 3 instances in which a mode of transit that might fit in Columbus was
mentioned on the comment sheets or verbally at the information table:
 Commuter Rail - 2
 Streetcar - 1

Project Team Participants



Nick Hoffman, IBI Group
Patricia Lombeyda, Villelomby Consultants

Columbus Young Professionals Summit, Meeting Summary
5/15/2015, 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Creekside Conference Center, Gahanna
Number of Participants
There were approximately 70 people at the event between 9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., and
approximately 50 attended the panel discussion from 2 – 3 p.m.
19 participants came to the information table.

Session Purpose



Inform the community about NextGen in an accessible, convenient and easy format
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Session Overview
This neighborhood session was held at the Creekside Conference Center in Gahanna, Ohio. An
information table was available for the public to stop by to speak with project representative,
Nick Hoffman (IBI Group) and Tyler Keister (MurphyEpson), to provide their input on public
transportation values and priorities and select areas where they would like to see more
investment in transit.
A panel was also convened to discuss “The future of transportation – it’s your move.” Marie
Keister moderated the 50-minute transportation panel of experts to discuss the future of
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bike/ped/public transportation and its role in making a city great and attracting/keeping talent –
and how YPs can get involved in the conversation. Panelists and their discussion points
included:
1. MORPC – 2050insight findings, how this is already altering how we plan for the future to
ensure we retain and attract people and jobs (William Murdock, Executive Director)
2. ConnectColumbUS – why the City is working to shift to multi-modal street design (Patti
Austin, City of Columbus)
3. COTA NextGen – leading the local transit visioning conversation (Curtis Stitt, President &
CEO)
4. ODOT Office of Transit – recent statewide study findings why transit is an important part of
every transportation conversation (Chuck Dyer, Administrator)
5. ODOT – incorporating bike and pedestrian improvements statewide (Julie Walcoff, Bike/Ped
lead)
6. Yay Bikes– the advocacy side of the equation (Catherine Girves)
7. Retailer perspective: why a multimodal approach is good for business (JJ, Café Brioso)
8. car2go – giving commuters more options to get around (Chet Ridenour, General Manager
for car2go
Questions/comments included:
 Marie asked the audience: “Who here would make a decision about where to live based
on whether or not good transit service is provided?” (All audience members answered in
the affirmative).
 “I drive from Dublin to Honda every day and tried to organize group transportation. I
couldn’t get any help from COTA or MORPC. What do I do?” (MORPC then followed up
with her directly.)
 “Is COTA doing live tracking of COTA buses like they do with OSU CABS?” (COTA
explained how they are working on real time bus arrive information but are not there yet.)
 “Will you consider using solar panel roads?” (City of Columbus said not at this point, they
prefer to use proven technology and that is still too new and expensive.)
- “Are you excited about the latest connected car technology and will that make it
easier/safer for bicyclists and others?” (Many panelists said yes.)
- “Is ODOT putting more cameras on the roads and sending out information to drivers so
they know which lanes to use when there is an accident?” (ODOT said they are investing
in a lot of technology to make this information more available in real time. City of
Columbus noted that transportation providers do not want to encourage people to use
their phones for that info while they drive.)

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in central Ohio and
think about their values (see Table 12 for the values provided by the public).

Table 12: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA play
in central Ohio’s Future?
Make Better Connections
Follow the Growth
Invest in Overlooked Communities
Focus the Growth

Priority Votes





Received nine (9) votes.
Received eight (8) votes.
Received six (6) votes.
Received ten (10) votes.
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What role should COTA play
in central Ohio’s Future?
Save the Earth
Build on Success
Other

Priority Votes
 Received eight (8) votes.
 Received two (2) votes.
 Did not receive any votes.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Nick and Tyler asked participants to select up to three
priority areas where they would like to see more investment in transit (see Table 13 for the
areas selected by the participants). Because participants may have chosen similar priority
areas, a number following an area in Table 13 indicates the number of times this location was
mentioned by the participants during the session.

Table 13: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas















Where should we invest in transit?
North Columbus / Southern Delaware County (5)
 Southwest Columbus (1)
Northeast Columbus (4)
 Grove City (1)
Westerville (2)
 Groveport (0)
New Albany (2)
 Canal Winchester
Newark
 Southeast Columbus (2)
Gahanna (1)
 Pickerington (2)
Easton
 Rickenbacker Airport (1)
Downtown to Northeast Columbus (2)
 Whitehall
Northwest Columbus (3)
 Pataskala
Delaware(2)
 Lancaster (1)
I-270 Outerbelt (1)
 Port Columbus Airport (4)
161 Corridor (1)
 Downtown to Suburbs (10)
Hilliard (3)
 Fairgrounds / Crew Stadium
Dublin (2)
 Inner City Rail on Main Thoroughfares

Comment Forms
During the meeting participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Zero (0) comment forms were collected. Please note that priority votes and areas
shown in Tables 12 and 13 reflect those that were cast or mentioned by participants during the
interactive meeting format.

Comment Highlights:
-

Light rail was suggested six (6) times specifically.
Bus and Rail improvement and expansion from suburbs to downtown, suggested seven
(7) times.
Suggestions for a downtown streetcar system, two (2).
Establish light rail from Port International Airport to Downtown, three (3) times.
The BRT system expansion was mentioned one (1) time.
Circulators were suggested three (3) times.

Project Team Participants


Curtis Stitt, COTA (On Panel)
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Nick Hoffman, IBI Group
Tyler Keister, MurphyEpson
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs

Westerville Public Meeting, Meeting Summary
6/1/2015, 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Westerville
Number of Participants
There were a total of 10 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an overview of NextGen and regional growth projections
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Opening Remarks
Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) convened the meeting and laid the meeting ground rules,
while Elliott Doza (COTA) welcomed everyone and gave a brief description of the NextGen
project.

Project Overview
Elliott Doza (COTA) provided an overview of the technical and public outreach components of
the project, then reviewed job and population growth projections.

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values and priorities for how the region should develop and support public
transportation. Marie led the group in an exercise designed to help the public articulate their
priorities and values for public transportation as well as the role of COTA in that vision.
The transit priorities exercise involved presenting a series of investment themes together with
brief definitions of each theme, and then asking everyone to identify their three top priorities.
After participants had identified their top priorities, Marie asked everyone to share comments.
One participant noted that it is important to leverage future technology, as there may be
opportunities in the next 15 or 20 years for technology to fill in the gaps that mass transit
struggles with. It was also noted that COTA should market to a new audience, as they’ve done
with the CBUS. The results of the transit priorities exercise are shown in Table 14.

Table 14: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA play in
Central Ohio’s Future?
Make Better Connections
Focus the Growth
Build on Success

Priority Votes and Discussion
Received (6) votes
Allow aging in place
Direct service to airport
Received (6) votes
Received (6) votes
“Make current transit service more compelling, attractive and easy to
use”
 Market to new audiences
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What role should COTA play in
Central Ohio’s Future?
Invest in Overlooked Communities
Follow the Growth
Save the Earth
Other

Priority Votes and Discussion





Received (2) votes
Received (1) votes
Received (1) votes
Received (0) votes

Following the transit priorities exercise, Elliott reviewed the different types of public
transportation found in cities across the United States as well as what types of transit might be
appropriate based on land uses within neighborhoods and corridors.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Marie asked participants to select three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit. She then asked participants share
some of those locations (see Table 15 for the areas selected by the participants on their
comment forms). Because participants may have chosen similar priority areas, a number
following an area in Table 15 indicates the number of times this location was marked by the
participants on the activity sheet.

Table 15: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas














Where should we invest in transit?
33 SE Corridor to Downtown (2)
 Gahanna
270 Loop (4)
 Grove City to Blacklick Estates
Blacklick Estates
 High St/23
Canal Winchester
 Hilliard
Connect to airport (4)
 I-70 (2)
Circleville to Delaware North-South connection
 I-71 (2)
Downtown
 I-670
Downtown to Canal Winchester
 New Albany
Downtown to Dublin
 North Corridor to Downtown
Downtown-Ohio State
 Obetz
Downtown to Polaris
 Pickerington
Dublin(2)
 Polaris crosstown
Dublin, Worthington, Westerville, New Albany to Port  Westerville (4)
Columbus International Airport

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
As part of closing the meeting, Marie recapped that the next steps are to submit any additional
comments by June 15 and to expect a second phase of public meetings in the late summer or
early fall.

Comment Forms
During the meeting, participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Eight (8) total comment forms were collected and are summarized in Tables 14 and 15
(see attached scanned comment forms).

Comment Form Highlights:
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Thirty-nine (39) areas where new transit investments should be made were mentioned.
Of those areas, nine (9) included a route or corridor to and from the downtown, while five
(5) involved the Port Columbus Airport.
There were 6 instances in which a mode of transit that might fit in Columbus was
mentioned:
 CBUS - 1
 Commuter Rail - 1
 Lightrail - 3
 Subway- 1
 Multiple participants noted they did not want streetcar to be considered
Technology was also mentioned in the comment cards:
 Debit card for fares (like London Oyster) - 1
 Real time bus location application - 1
 Next bus notification/status at major stops - 1

Project Team Participants





Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Melissa Kim, Nelson\Nygaard

City of Dublin Targeted Workshop, Phase #1
6/2/2015, 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m., Dublin Recreation Center
Number of Participants
There were a total of 11 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an overview of NextGen and regional growth projections
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Opening Remarks
Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) convened the meeting and laid the meeting ground rules,
while Elliott Doza (COTA) welcomed everyone and provided a brief description of the NextGen
project.

Project Overview
Ralph DeNisco (Nelson\Nygaard) provided an overview of the technical and public outreach
components of the project, then reviewed job and population growth projections.
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Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values and priorities for how the region should develop and support public
transportation. Marie led the group in an exercise designed to help the public articulate their
priorities and values for public transportation as well as the role of COTA in that vision.
The transit priorities exercise involved presenting a series of investment themes and brief
definitions and then asking everyone to identify their three top priorities. The results of the
transit priorities exercise are shown in Table 16.

Table 16: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA play
in Central Ohio’s Future?
Make Better Connections
Focus the Growth
Build on Success
Invest in Overlooked Communities
Follow the Growth
Save the Earth
Other

Priority Votes








Received eight (8) votes.
Received eight (8) votes.
Received seven (7) votes.
Received six (6) votes.
Received three (3) votes.
Received two (2) votes.
Did not receive any votes.

Following the transit priorities exercise, Ralph reviewed the different types of public
transportation found in cities across the United States as well as what types of transit might be
appropriate based on land uses within neighborhoods and corridors.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Marie asked participants to select three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit and then had participants share some of
those locations (see Table 17 for the areas selected by the participants through the comment
forms). Because participants may have chosen similar priority areas, a number following an
area in Table 17 indicates the number of times this location was marked by the participants on
the activity sheet.

Table 17: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas












Where should we invest in transit?
Around and within Dublin
 Downtown to Worthington
Broad Street Corridor
 Dublin (2)
Delaware County
 Dublin-->Worthington-->Westerville (2)
Downtown (2)
 Gahanna to New Albany
Downtown-->Dublin-->Union County
 Grandview Heights-->Hilliard-->Dublin
Downtown-->Hilliard-->Dublin
 Grandview Heights
Downtown-->Ohio State University-->Dublin
 High Street Corridor (2)
Downtown to Dublin (2)
 I-270 corridor
Downtown to Fairfield via James L Wagner
 Newark County
Memorial Hwy
Downtown to Grove City
 Port Columbus Airport (2)
Downtown to New Albany
 Port Columbus Airport-->Upper Arlington-->Dublin
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Where should we invest in transit?
 Downtown to Port Columbus Airport (7)
 Union County (2)
 Downtown to Westerville
 Upper Arlington
Marie then lead a discussion, during which participants discussed the results of the two
exercises. A number of participants noted that, as in many other cities, there is a negative
perception of public transportation in the region. The CBUS was discussed as a service that has
dispelled some of this negative perception through service improvements (high frequency) and
branding. There was also a discussion about ways to leverage technology in order to improve
the perception of COTA service, ranging from real-time information to cell phone applications
such as Ride Scout.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
As part of closing the meeting, Marie recapped that the next steps are to submit any additional
comments by June 15 and to expect a second phase of public meetings in the late summer or
early fall.

Comment Forms
During the meeting participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Eleven (11) total comment forms were collected and may duplicate information
discussed above (see attached scanned comment forms).

Comment Form Highlights:






Fifty-seven (57) areas where new transit investments should be made were mentioned.
Of those areas, twenty (20) included a route or corridor to and from the downtown,
eleven (11) involved Dublin, and ten (10) involved the Port Columbus International
Airport.
There were four (4) instances in which a mode of transit that might fit in Columbus was
mentioned:
 Commuter Rail - 1
 Light Rail - 1
 Streetcar - 1
 Flex Service - 1
Technology was also mentioned in the comment cards:
 WiFi - 1
 Prepaid fares - 1
 Real time information - 1

Project Team Participants






Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Ralph DeNisco, Nelson\Nygaard
Melissa Kim, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
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Dublin Public Meeting, Meeting Summary
6/2/2015, 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., Dublin Recreation Center
Number of Participants
There were a total of 17 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an overview of NextGen and regional growth projections
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Opening Remarks
Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) convened the meeting and laid the meeting ground rules,
while Elliot Doza (COTA) welcomed everyone and gave a brief description of the NextGen
project.

Project Overview
Ralph DeNisco (Nelson\Nygaard) provided an overview of the technical and public outreach
components of the project, then reviewed job and population growth projections.

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values and priorities for how the region should develop and support public
transportation. Marie led the group in an exercise designed to help the public articulate their
priorities and values for public transportation as well as the role of COTA in that vision.
The transit priorities exercise involved presenting a series of investment themes and brief
definitions and then asking everyone to identify their three top priorities. The results of the
transit priorities exercise are shown in Table 18.

Table 18: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA play
in Central Ohio’s Future?
Make Better Connections
Invest in Overlooked Communities
Focus the Growth
Build on Success
Follow the Growth
Save the Earth
Other

Priority Votes








Received nine (9) votes.
Received seven (7) votes.
Received seven (7) votes.
Received six (6) votes.
Received five (5) votes.
Received one (1) votes.
Did not receive any votes.

Following the transit priorities exercise, Ralph reviewed the different types of public
transportation found in cities across the United States as well as what types of transit might be
appropriate based on land uses within neighborhoods and corridors.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Marie asked participants to select three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit (see Table 19 for the areas selected by
the participants through the comment forms). Because participants may have chosen similar
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priority areas, a number following an area in Table 19 indicates the number of times this location
was marked by the participants on the activity sheet.

Table 19: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas














Where should we invest in transit?
Canal Winchester to Blacklick Estates
 Dublin to Worthington
Delaware County
 East Broad Street Corridor
Downtown
 Easton
Downtown to Port Columbus International Airport (3)
 Grandview Heights
Downtown to Worthington
 Hilliard
Dublin (2)
 I-270 Loop
Dublin- Bridge Street
 Inside I-270
Dublin connection to Gahanna and Reynoldsburg
 Northern arc (Hilliard, Dublin, Westerville, New
Albany, Gahanna)
Dublin connection to Worthington and Westerville
 Ohio State Campus
Dublin to Downtown (2)
 Port Columbus International Airport
Dublin to Minerva Park
 Southern arc (Broad St, Urban Crest, Grove City,
Obetz, Blacklist Estates, Reynoldsburg)
Dublin to New Albany
 Upper Arlington
Dublin to Whitehall
 Worthington (3)

Following the transit investment area exercise, Marie lead a discussion, during which
participants discussed the results of the two exercises. Multiple participants noted that there
seems to be a misperception, in Dublin in particular, about public transportation. COTA has
successfully worked to dispel the misperception through services such as the CBUS, and
participants expressed that COTA should continue to build on that success. A couple of
participants, who grew up in countries outside of the United States, expressed their difficulty
understanding the reluctance to invest in transit within the region. Joanne Shelly, from the City
of Dublin, then took the opportunity to urge participants to contact the city’s public officials and
to let them know that people within the community want the city to invest in transit service.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
As part of closing the meeting, Marie recapped that the next steps are to submit any additional
comments by June 15 and to expect a second phase of public meetings in the late summer or
early fall.

Comment Forms
During the meeting participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Thirteen (13) total comment forms were collected and may duplicate information
discussed above (see attached scanned comment forms).

Comment Form Highlights:



Thirty-nine (32) areas where new transit investments should be made were mentioned.
Of those areas twelve (12) included a route or corridor to, from or within Dublin and eight
(8) included a route or corridor to and from the downtown.
There were 10 instances in which a mode of transit that might fit in Columbus was
mentioned:
 CBUS/circulator - 3
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Commuter Rail - 1
Light Rail - 3
Subway - 1
Bus Rapid Transit - 1
Bus - 1
Fixed Rail - 1

Project Team Participants






Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Ralph DeNisco, Nelson\Nygaard
Melissa Kim, Nelson\Nygaard
Doug Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs

South Side Public Meeting, Meeting Summary
6/3/2015, 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., Barack Recreation Center
Number of Participants
There were a total of 4 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an overview of NextGen and regional growth projections
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio

Opening Remarks
Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) convened the meeting and laid the meeting ground rules.

Project Overview
Ralph DeNisco (Nelson\Nygaard) provided an overview of the technical and public outreach
components of the project, then reviewed job and population growth projections.
During the overview, there was a discussion of the planned removal of Express Route 46. A
meeting participant came to the meeting to let COTA know that residents need choices if they
are going to take away that route. A more detailed discussion of those comments can be found
in the comment form highlights below.

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values and priorities for how the region should develop and support public
transportation. Marie led the group in an exercise designed to help the public articulate their
priorities and values for public transportation as well as the role of COTA in that vision.
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The transit priorities exercise involved presenting a series of investment themes and brief
definitions and then asking everyone to identify their three top priorities. The results of the
transit priorities exercise are shown in Table 20.

Table 20: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA play
in Central Ohio’s Future?
Make Better Connections
Build on Success
Follow the Growth
Invest in Overlooked Communities
Focus the Growth
Save the Earth
Other

Priority Votes and Discussion








Received (4) votes
Received (2) votes
Received (2) votes
Received (1) votes
Received (1) votes
Received (0) votes
Received (0) votes

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Marie asked participants to select three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit and then had participants share some of
those locations (see Table 21 for the areas selected by the participants). Once the exercise was
introduced, Ralph briefly reviewed the different types of public transportation found in cities
across the United States.

Table 21: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas
 Airport
 Canal Winchester





Downtown -->Bexley-->Gahanna
Downtown to Worthington
Gahanna
Grandview Heights

Where should we invest in transit?
 Grove City
 Hilliard-->Upper Arlington-->Grandview Heights-->Grove
City
 Route 104 to downtown
 Route 104 to West Side (Georgesville Rd)
 Worthington

Following the transit investment areas exercise, Marie asked participants to share comments.
One participant noted that there should be a rail link between the airport and downtown and that
COTA should look at acquiring right of way. Another participant commented that COTA needs a
better fare payment system, as the current cash payment system is inconvenient and can cause
delay on buses. There were also further discussions about the removal of Express Route 46
and a stop request for Route 81, which are detailed below in the discussion highlights section.
Discussion Highlights:
 One participant made a stop request for Route 81. He and many of his coworkers take
Route 81 to get to work, and there is no stop at Creekside Drive, where their employer is
located.
 As discussed, there was a lengthy discussion about the Transit System Review’s
proposed removal of Route 46. One participant came to the meeting specifically to voice
her concerns about the removal of that route. While COTA held lunch-time and evening
meeting to discuss the route’s removal during the TSR process, she had not been able
to attend any of those meetings. As a result, she was frustrated with a perceived lack of
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communication with those actually affected by the route removal. Elliott expressed
COTA’s interest in hearing her opinions and lamented that the route is one of COTA’s
lowest performing routes (in terms of cost per passenger trip). The participated noted
that all she wants is a choice, so if they take that away, COTA should offer other
alternatives to the Route 11, which is slower and a much less attractive option to her. If
no other options are put forth, she will resume driving a car every to work, because she
has that as an option.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
As part of closing the meeting, Marie recapped that the next steps are to submit any additional
comments by June 15 and to expect a second phase of public meetings in the late summer or
early fall.

Comment Forms
During the meeting participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Four (4) total comment forms were collected and are summarized in Tables 20 and 21
(see attached scanned comment forms).

Comment Form Highlights:



Eleven (11) areas where new transit investments should be made were mentioned.
There were 4 instances in which a mode of transit that might fit in Columbus was
mentioned:
 Rail - 2
 Light rail - 1
 Express bus - 1

Project Team Participants








Mike McCann, COTA
Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Ralph DeNisco, Nelson\Nygaard
Melissa Kim, Nelson\Nygaard
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Danni Palmore, Columbus Policy Works

Grove City Public Meeting, Meeting Summary
6/4/2015, 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., Grove City, City Hall
Number of Participants
There were a total of 14 participants at this event.

Meeting Purpose



Provide an overview of NextGen and regional growth projections
Solicit people’s vision and priorities for transit investment in Central Ohio
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Opening Remarks
Marie Keister (Engage Public Affairs) convened the meeting and laid the meeting ground rules,
while Elliott Doza (COTA) welcomed everyone and gave a brief description of the NextGen
project.

Project Overview
Elliott Doza (COTA) provided an overview of the technical and public outreach components of
the project, then reviewed job and population growth projections.

Transit Priorities – Why Invest in Transit in Central Ohio?
Participants were asked to consider their vision for public transportation in Central Ohio and
think about their values and priorities for how the region should develop and support public
transportation. Marie led the group in an exercise designed to help the public articulate their
priorities and values for public transportation as well as the role of COTA in that vision.
The transit priorities exercise involved presenting a series of investment themes and brief
definitions and then asking everyone to identify their three top priorities. The results of the
transit priorities exercise are shown in Table 22.

Table 22: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment and Comments on Process
What role should COTA play in
Central Ohio’s Future?
Make Better Connections
Build on Success
Focus the Growth
Follow the Growth
Invest in Overlooked Communities
Save the Earth
Other

Priority Votes and Discussion









Received (8) votes
Received (5) votes
Increase safety and security on buses
Received (5) votes
Received (5) votes
Received (2) votes
Received (2) votes
Received (0) votes

Following the transit priorities exercise, Elliott reviewed the different types of public
transportation found in cities across the United States as well as what types of transit might be
appropriate based on land uses within neighborhoods and corridors.

Where should transit go?
Building on the discussion of values, Marie asked participants to select three priority areas
where they would like to see more investment in transit and then had participants share some of
those locations (see Table 23 for the areas selected by the participants). Because participants
may have chosen similar priority areas, a number following an area in Table 23 indicates the
number of times this location was marked by the participants on the activity sheet.

Table 23: Public’s Priorities for Transit Investment Areas
Where should we invest in transit?
 Canal Winchester to downtown
 Ohio State University
 Downtown (2)
 Polaris
 Downtown to Port Columbus International Airport
 Port Columbus International Airport (2)
(2)
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 Grove City (7)
 Grove City to downtown (6)
 Grove City to Lincoln Village

Where should we invest in transit?
 Powell to downtown
 Westerville (2)
 Radial from downtown to various locations,
including Dublin, Powell, Gahanna, and Grove City

 Northwest
Following the transit investment areas exercise, Marie asked participants to share comments.
One participant noted that, while it’s possible to get from various suburbs to downtown, traveling
between suburbs is very difficult using public transportation. Another participant noted that
Columbus needs to be realistic, given that rail has been voted down in the region before. She
expressed interest in duplicating some of the services provided in Cleveland, citing that some of
Cleveland’s more innovative services, particularly the HealthLine BRT, could serve as a good
example of what may be possible in Central Ohio.

Project Next Steps & Adjourn
As part of closing the meeting, Marie recapped that the next steps are to submit any additional
comments by June 15 and to expect a second phase of public meetings in the late summer or
early fall.

Comment Forms
During the meeting participants were asked to fill out a comment form as part of the interactive
meeting. Ten (10) total comment forms were collected and are summarized in Tables 22 and 23
(see attached scanned comment forms).

Comment Form Highlights:



Twenty-eight (28) areas where new transit investments should be made were
mentioned. Of those areas fifteen (15) included a route or corridor within, to or from
Grove City, and eleven (11) included a route or corridor to and from downtown.
There were ten (10) instances in which a mode of transit that might fit in Columbus was
mentioned:
 Circulator - 3
 BRT - 2
 Express Bus - 2
o The zoo express route was specifically mentioned in one of those comments
 Light Rail - 1
 Rail - 1
 Park and Ride Lots - 1

Project Team Participants





Elliott Doza, COTA Project Manager
Doug Arseneault, COTA Public Involvement Coordinator
Marie Keister, Engage Public Affairs
Melissa Kim, Nelson\Nygaard
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Appendix B.5 Meeting Materials
Net

Phase 1 Public Meetings
Monday June 1st – June 4th

Meeting Agenda

● Introduction, Discussion and Ground Rules
● NextGen Goals, Overview
● Growth in Central Ohio: Transit Demand and Need
● Values Activity: What Role Should Transit Play?
● Future Transit Options
● Map Activity: Where Do You Want to Go?
● Next Steps
2
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NextGen Goals and Overview
● Create a community vision for the future of public transportation
in central Ohio – consider all ideas, not restricted by funding
● Prepare for future growth - 13% more people, 31% more jobs by identifying transit investments that integrate with regional
goals
● Support local and regional plans with transit investment options
(e.g. Connect ColumbUS and MORPC Metropolitan
Transportation Plan)
● Identify conventional and creative revenue options –outcome will
be the community’s plan with a list of projects and creative
funding options (spring, 2016)
1

NextGen Study Overview

We are here

4
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How We’ll Use Your Input
● Values input will shape evaluation criteria
● “Where to invest” input will generate a target list of projects
– We’ll compare these with data analysis

● Later we will ask you to help prioritize projects

5

Growth and Development in Central Ohio

6
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Growth and
Development in
Central Ohio
Transit Markets and
Opportunities (2010)

Source: US Census
7

Growth and
Development in
Central Ohio
Transit Markets and
Opportunities (2010)

Source: US Census
8
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Growth and
Development in
Central Ohio

Worthington
Dublin

Gahanna

Transit Markets and
Opportunities (2010)

Source: US Census
9

Growth and
Development in
Central Ohio
Transit Markets and
Opportunities (2010)
Downtown
Columbus
Source: US Census
10
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Growth and
Development in
Central Ohio

High, Broad & Main
Street Corridors

Transit Markets and
Opportunities (2010)
Downtown
Columbus

Source: US Census
11

Projected Population Growth
2010
2010

Source: 2010 US Census: 2040 MidOhio Regional Planning Commission

2040

13% more people

12
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Projected Population Growth
2010
2010

2040
Worthington

Dublin,

New Albany,

Downtown,

Source: 2010 US Census; 2040 Mid-Ohio Regional
Planning Commission

13% more people

13

Projected Job Growth
2010

Source: 2010 US Census; 2040 MidOhio Regional Planning Commission

2040

31% more jobs

14
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Projected Job Growth
2010

2040

Worthington, Westerville
New
Albany

Dublin

Downtown, OSU, Upper Arlington

Source: Mid-Ohio Regional
Planning Commission

31% more jobs

15

Projected Population and Jobs
2010

2040

13% more people
31% more jobs
Source: 2010 US Census; 2040 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

16
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Projected Population and Jobs
2010

2040

13% more people
31% more jobs
Source: 2010 US Census; 2040 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

17

Projected Population and Jobs
2010

2040
Dublin

Worthington,
Westerville

Gahanna

Downtown

13% more people
31% more jobs
Source: 2010 US Census; 2040 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

18
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Projected Population and Jobs
2010

2040

Source: 2010 US Census: 2040 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

19

Projected Population and Jobs
2010

2040

Source: 2010 US Census: 2040 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

20
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Projected Population and Jobs
2010

2040
West of
High Street

OSU

East of
Downtown

West Broad
Street

Source: 2010 US Census: 2040 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

21

Projected Congestion
2015

2035

Source: 2035 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

22
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Projected Congestion
2015

2035

Access routes to I-270

Source: 2035 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

23

Projected Congestion
2015

2035

Access to and circulation in
downtown

Source: 2035 Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

24
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Future Values and Priorities

25
25

Values and Priorities
What should be transit’s role in Central Ohio?

Caption
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Activity:
What Are Your Priority Values?
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Future Transit Options
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Transit Investments: Passenger Rail
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Transit Investments: Bus Rapid Transit
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Transit Investments: Bus
Express, Flex, Circulators and Paratransit
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Transit Corridor Enhancements
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Transit Emphasis Corridors
Land Use Patterns

Transit Investments

● High density development

● Bus Rapid Transit

● Sidewalks

● Commuter Rail

● Crosswalks

● Frequent Bus

● Signalized intersections

● Light Rail

● Crossable streets

● Streetcar

● Parking that is not visible
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Transit Oriented Neighborhoods
Land Use Patterns
● Moderate density
● Sidewalks

● Signalized Crosswalks
● Signalized intersections
● Parking that is less visible

Transit Investments
● Bus Rapid Transit
● Commuter Rail
● Frequent Bus
● Light Rail
● Heavy Rail
● Streetcar
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Suburban Corridors and Developments
Land Use Patterns
● Moderate density
● Some sidewalks

● Some signalized crosswalks
● Some signalized
intersections

Transit Investments
● Flex Bus Service
● Express Bus
● Local Bus
● Park and Ride Lots
● Shuttles
● Heavy Rail
● Light Rail

● Visible parking
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Suburban Neighborhoods
Land Use Patterns
● Subdivisions
● Low Density

● Few Sidewalks, Crosswalks
or Signalized intersections
● Visible Parking

Transit Investments
● Express Bus
● Local Bus
● Park and Ride Lots
● Neighborhood Circulators
● Flex Bus Service
● Light Rail
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Activity: Where Do You Want to Go?
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Next Steps
● Submit comments by June 15th
● Visit our website www.cota.com/nextgen
– Join our mailing list
– Comment blog to be added soon
– Online surveys available this summer

● Watch for Phase 2 public meetings this fall
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Thank You!
NextGen@COTA.com
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